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Blues you never get over. Get a beer company to sponsor your summer, but maybe don't stand so close to the pool. submitted by Scott McFarlane

Ottawa takes over student loans, banks pull out
Student organizations respond positively

BY BRIANNE JOHNSTON AND 
SHAWN KEHOE

general for learning and literacy at 
uman Resources Development 
Canada (HRDC), announced in an 
afternoon press conference that the 
Royal Bank, Bank of Nova Scotia 
and CIBC were no longer interested 
in administering the $ 1 billion a year 
national student loan system.

Since 1995, the banks have 
assumed the risks of the loans, while

the federal government has pro
vided between $50-million to $75- 
million a year to offset risks.

Responding to the move by 
the banks, Townsend said, “[The 
government] will step in to provide 
funding directly to run the student 
loan program.”

Some 450,000 students each 
year rely on the loan program,

w„i*.h has been operating since 
1964.

lions (CASA).
CASA’s message to students 

is not to panic, there will be money 
for student loans.

The Canadian Federation of 
Students was also pleased with the 
news.

Student reaction to the HRDC 
announcement was positive.

“This situation presents an 
unprecedented opportunity for stu
dents to be involved in retooling stu
dent loan programs,” said, Jason 
Aebig, National Director of the Ca
nadian Alliance of Student Associa-

The federal government is 
taking over the Canada Student 
Loans program from some of the 
country’s major banks, a Human 
Resources Development Canada 
official announced Thursday.

Thomas Townsend, director-

"Our general reaction is to

continued on page 3

International Women's Day 
honours Dal women z *, 0

'/BY AMY DURANT honour.” know the woman across the hall to 
see her, but never really know what 
she accomplishes.”

Long says the day also serves 
other purposes.

“It’s a way of recognizing the 
progress women have made — but 
also to point out the areas where 
progress is still required.”

Just as the day serves many 
purposes, organizers and women in 
general agree there is no set defini
tion for women.

“I don't limit the definition of 
women to be just someone with a 
certain biology, race, class, etc.,” 
said Long. “It’s impossible to de
fine woman, there arc so many simi
larities and so many differences.”

Dobson says that one positive 
aspect of Dalhousie is the fact that 
her gender doesn’t come into play.

“When I came to Dal every- J j 
one wanted to talk about my re- £ 
search, nothing else came up. And J ; 
that’s where I want to be,” said » 
Dobson. “I’m in an environment JI 
where I don't think of myself as a “1 
woman. [Biochemistry] has nothing 
to do with whether someone is a -

Roseannc Cousins, the cur
rent Dalhousie Student Union Vice 
President of Community Affairs, 
and next years Vice President Ex
ecutive, was also one of the women 
featured on the wall.

“I was pretty honoured to be 
on that wall,” said Cousins. “It’s 
amazing to be up there with all of 
those other women, I don’t really 
feel like I’ve done a whole lot in 
comparison.”

International Women’s Day 
was celebrated throughout Halifax 
with a number of events that lasted 
for much of the week. The highlight 
being March 2000, a rally at Grande 
Parade and march to St. Matthew’s 
Church, where women like Patricia 
Doyle-Bcdwell spoke to the 
women.

A number of Dalhousie 
women were honoured this week 
when they appeared on the Wall of 
Nostalgia in the Student Union 
Building for their achievements in 
the Dalhousie and Halifax commu
nities.

This year marks the first year 
of what organizers hope will be
come an annual event on the 
Dalhousie campus.

“It’s very much a work in 
progress,” said Anne-Marie Long, 
Policy Implementation Coordinator 
at the Sexual Harassment Advisory 
Committee. “We didn’t want to im
ply that these are the only women 
in the area with achievements. 
We’re still accepting submissions 
for next year."

The Wall of Nostalgia, organ
ized by Susan B rousseau. Sexual 
Harassment Adviser at Dal and stu
dent Danielle MacNeil, describes 
the achievements of a variety of 
women throughout Halifax — in
cluding students, professors, poli
ticians and activists.

One of the women appearing 
on the wall was Melanie Dobson, 
an associate professor of Biochem
istry at Dalhousie,

“It’s very nice to be asked, [to 
be represented],” said Dobson. 
“Having done my undergrad and 
spending a number of years here, I 
feel a real affinity with [Dal].”

Stackhouse, 
Dalhousie theatre professor was 
also acknowledged for her efforts.

“I was honoured 
thrilled that I went to see the wall 
with my husband, child, Mom and 
Dad,” said Stackhouse. “It was 
lovely. And I’m in such incredible 
company, that in itself is such an

Doyle-Bedweli is currently 
the Director of the Transition Year 
Program at Dalhousie, Professor at 
Dalhousie's School of Resource and 
Environmental Studies as well as 
the Chair of the Nova Scotia Coun
cil on the Status of Women, and one 
of the many women honoured on 
the wall.

NSCAD students put fashion and art to the test. See story on page 13.

man or a woman, it’s about the re
search they do.”

Cousins agrees and says that 
while her gender is a part of her, it 
is not the only part.

“I've never considered my 
gender a limiting quality...it’s not 
something that comes into play. I 
guess in the same breathe, I’m 
proud to be a woman, and to see the 
progress of women — just as it’s 
great to see the progress of men.”

After giving the question 
some thought, Stackhouse agreed 
that being a woman is a wonderful 
feeling.

The Hurricane's Lesra 
Martin talks to Dal

March 2000. which drew an 
estimated 300 Haligonians, was 
considered to be a very important 
event and a success to it’s partici
pants and organizers.

Patti Thompson, director of 
the Dalhousie Women’s Centre said 
March 2000 was so important be
cause it was not just a local event 
— March 2000 occurred all over the 
world.

BY AMY DURANT law students, undergraduates, fac
ulty and community members.

He briefly outlined his life 
story — his beginnings in a 
Brooklyn ghetto, and his grade 11 
meeting with three Canadians who 
took him under their wing and pro
vided him with the education the 
New York system failed to give him.

This .s where Martin’s story

Lesra Martin, whose early life 
was chronicled in this year’s block
buster movie The Hurricane spoke 
to a captive audience at the Weldon 
Law Building last Thursday

Susan a

“It’s the one day of the year 
when we celebrate women,” said

so
evening.

Thompson. Martin, currently a prosecut
ing attorney in British Columbia, 
returned to Dal where he studied

“A lot of the time we don’t
know about what’s going on in other 
departments,” said Long. “You may

“To be a woman is to be a 
member of a compassionate, nurtur
ing sisterhood.”

law to speak to the large crowd of continued on page 3
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THANKS TO ALL THOSE WHO VOTED!
Far Mare infarnuittart Please Contact;

Douglas Gordon, Chief Returning Officer
Or any member of the elections committee

Nell Horsley * Nadia Fournier * Pete Robar •
Riti 220, Student Union Building 

(902) 494-3854 E-Mail: election@is2.dal

Randy Nanjatl

ca

all vice presidential seats won
REPRESENTATIVE POSITIONS
“(Final Results after 1st Ballot)

Board of Governors Representatives 

Jo-Anne Galarneau 

W. Ian Robson

YES NO

1511 245

1256 393

Senate Representatives 

James Eaton 

Ryan Macdonald 

Devin Roberts

1320 399

1355 375

1160 472

all representative seats won

general
ELECTIONS 2000

OFFICIAL. RESULTS
PRESIDENT/EXECUTIVE VICE PR ES IDEM T

(Results after -4th Ballot/Recounts)

Count 2 3 Final4
Steven Cote/ 
RosanneCousins
Zac Crouse/
Jarrod Crouse

Mark Galley/ 
Chauncey Kennedy

Leon Thomas/ 
Catnona Macfarlane

678 59 120 56 913

234 -*•-*■* 234

465 38 *--*••*• 503

455 65 95 41 656

COTE/COUSINS WIN ON FOURTH BALLOT
VICE PRESIDENT POSITIONS 
(Final Results after 1st Ballot)

Student Advocacy
CHRYSTAL MACAULAY

Community Affairs
SHAWN TRACEY

Internal
BRIANNE JOHNSTON

VP

YES 1611 1611 1532

NO 181 186 266
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Campus caravan 
comes to Dalhousie

BY DANIEL McKILLOP
izcd by Campus Canada Maga
zine," said organizer Chris Shea. "It 
is a cross-Canadian tour that visits 
campuses and colleges, and offers 
displays and demos by sponsors. 
The event brings valuable products 
to students for usually only one day 
out of the year.”

Brian Kellow. executive Vice 
President of the Dalhousie Student 
Union. (DSU), said the event was 
beneficial for Dal students.

"I don't think it’s any big 
deal,” said Kellow."The event 
brings in a significant amount of

money for one day, and it's only one 
day that it lasts. We're a commu
nity of adults,” said Kellow. “This 
isn't a high school or an elementary 
school. These are university 
students,they are the brightest and 
best. A view that suggests the con
trary illustrates a remarkably low 
opinion of the average student, 
which I don't have.”

He elaborated to say that 
“many of those employed for the 
event are Dalhousie students, who 
arc getting a day’s work, which 
doesn't cost the student union any
thing. The advertisers have some
thing to gain from it, or they 
wouldn't be here.”

An annual promotional event 
organized by Campus Canada 
magazine and sponsored by various 
private companies and corporations 
took centre stage at the Dalhousie 
Student Union on the afternoon of 
March 15. Prospects for students 
included the opportunity to win a 
ear, a contest for an expensive 
mountain bike, and several free 
products given out to anyone inter
ested.

"The Ford Focus Campus 
Canadian Caravan event is organ-

Students agreed with Kellow, 
saying the event was not a bad 
thing.

"Giving out free things is the 
only wav to get students attention," 
said Dal student Ryan Campbell. "I 
wouldn't pay attention if they just 
called me on the phone for my time. 
They should do it more often."

Sign-up lineup: Campus Caravan had no trouble tempting students with lip balm and 
deodorant sticks, plus the chance to wear both while driving a brand spankin' new car (left).

Lesra Martin at Dal Dal security 
week kicks off

The correspondence between 
Carter and Martin, along with the 
determination of the Canadians, ul-

Martin quickly rose above what 
many people around him could 
never do.

continued from page 7

began, and where he read the book. 
The Sixteenth Rounds which would 
not only change his life but that of 
the author Ruben “Hurricane” 
Carter.

Yet Martin believes that while 
everyone has their own difficulties 
in life, they have the ability to over
come them to some extent.

“The point is this. Tin con
vinced we all have our own battles 
we need to overcome. They may 
look different but they aren’t, “ said 
Martin. "Hurtles are placed in our 
path only to show us what we are 
able to do; only what our spirits can 
achieve.”

timately resulted in Carter’s release 
from jail.

Yet Martin explains that, even 
before meeting Carter, he had come 
a long way from the ghetto in 
Brooklyn.

BY RACHELLE DUMAS dlately.
Security Chief Sandy 

MacDonald says it’s important to 
act responsibly.

MacDonald also noted some

While walking through a used 
book sale. Martin came across Cart
er's autobiography and remembers 
being drawn to the scratched up 
book.

Security week ran from 
March 6-10 in an effort to raise the 
level of student campus awareness.

The week seemed especially 
important this year considering the 
amount of recent assaults that have 
occurred on campus.

Security week included 
showing movies and handing out 
pamphlets dealing with campus 
crime prevention. Dal security also 
used the week to recruit potential 
employees for Tiger Patrol and stu
dent security positions, which have 
a combined availability space of 
120.

When Martin first met the 
group from Toronto, he was the top 
third student in his english class of 
40 students, but only had a grade 
two reading level.

Martin says the education 
system continues to fail inner city 
students, the same wav it failed him.

"The system isn't improv
ing — it's predicted that over the 
next decade, it'll be necessary to 
hire two million teachers." said 
Martin. "I think it's impressive that 
we can allow those minds [in inner 
city schools] to go to waste. How 
do we know there isn’t something 
in there to make a difference?”

Despite his rough beginnings.

tips for walking on campus at night. 
He suggested that students “not 
walk alone on campus and stay 
along well-lit routes.”

MacDonald suggests that in
stead of walking home alone, take 
Tiger Patrol. Each team is made up 
of one male and one female student. 
Tiger Patrol staff are available Sep
tember through April, seven days a 
week from 6 p.m. to 12:30 a.m. The 
Tiger Patrol shuttle bus, which 
makes 12 <tops throughout Halifax 
also runs every night.

MacDonald suggests that stu
dents remain informed of the latest 
security issues by reading the secu
rity bulletin board notices in the Stu
dent Union Building. These notices 
give detailed descriptions of danger
ous suspects who may be roaming 
around and if there have been any 
attacks.

“There was something about 
that book when I first saw it — I 
had to have it"’ said Martin. “Stum
bling through that book changed my 
life and I needed to tell the author 
how he'd affected me.”

After reading the book, Mar
tin wrote Carter a letter in prison. 
The two began writing back and 
forth and Martin visited Carter in 
prison soon after their letters began.

“As I stepped up to the stone 
wall [of the prison], I was visibly 
shaken, but absolutely frozen in my 
step,” said Martin. "He hugged me."

Speaking with his own expe
riences in mind, Martin said there 
arc three essential tools necessary 
for success in life; commitment, 
flexibility and belief.

"There's nothing wrong with 
setting goals, but a plan without 
commitment would never work," 
said Martin. “At 15, my plan was 
to master reading and writing, 
Ruben was no part of that goal, but 
it was my commitment to that origi
nal goal that brought me to him."

Martin says that inspiration is 
one aspect of commitment. He left 
the audience with this thought.

“Take hold of the coinci
dences and opportunities that life 
presents to you.”

1

Throughout the week, secu
rity staff gave out hints as to how to 
be safe on campus. Staff highlighted 
such services as Tiger Patrol — 
Dal's walk home service — and the 
blue light system. The blue light 
system has been in effect for a few 
years at Dal — it allows someone 
walking across campus who doesn’t 
feel safe to contact security imme-

Feds in, banks out
continued from page 7 commitment that a government-run 

program for student loans will be 
available for the upcoming aca
demic year but is uncertain of how 
it will function.

Kelly MacKcnzie, Dalhousie 
Student Union President, feels that 
the Canadian Student Loan Program 
reform is still in the early stages of, 
but believes that the experience may 
very well be a positive one.

“I hope the government com
mits to meeting with student groups. 
Their contribution will be valuable 
in trying to improve the program," 
said, MacKcnzie

(With files from the Canadian 
Press and the Canadian University 
Press)

applaud the federal government for 
standing up to the banks and not 
bending to their demands,” said 
Michael Conlon, the federation's 
national chairperson. “The banks 
walked away from the deal because 
they wouldn't make a profit."

The Canadian Press reported 
Thursday that the banks wanted an 
extra$ 100-million from the federal 
government to continue administer
ing the loan system.

Conlon, meanwhile, said he 
would be willing to sit down with 
federal and provincial officials to 
come up with a better loan model.

Jane Purves, Nova Scotia’s 
Education Minister has made the

Women Unite in Rally

In honour of International Women's Day, 
approximately 160 women took to the streets of 
Halifax to protest the provincial governments "inaction 
concerning women's issues."
The women, joined by men and children, belonged to 
one of 16 women's groups in Halifax and called for 
universal access to community based free day care.

Effective Evaluations and all of that hoopla

The English department started it all when they 
decided to begin asking students to evaluate their 
english 1000 level classes. Depending on the results of 
this very first evaluation, other departments would 
begin to give their students evaluations too. And, the 
results of these evaluations would be made public for 
the students — so they wouldn't find themselves in 
their third year finding classes that sucked arse.

20years ago 
this week

far*
19 «

Cameron House at it Again

At a recent Cameron smoker, someone (unbeknownst 
to Howe Hall executives or deans of residence), 
brought in a female stripper to dance for the people 
at the smoker. A suggestion from the floor was then 
considered and happily accepted to auction the girl 
off so that one lovely boy could take her home. 
Executive council said they were disgusted by the 
event and had no idea it was going to happen. 
Cameron boys defended themselves by saying they 
had just wanted to increase the spirit level in Howe in 
an interesting way.

GAZETTE EDITORIAL ELECTIONS:

EDITORIAL BOARD POSITION OF PHOTO EDITOR 
MUST BE ELECTED BY APRIL 1st
For nomination information, call
494-2507, or drop into the office, room 312 SUB.

Regular meetings are held every Monday at 4:30 as well.
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The debate on training medical 
students to perform abortions

average age of abortion providers 
is nearing 60.

At UBC’s medical school, 
abortion care has been integrated 
into specific areas of the under
graduate medical school curriculum 
since 1998.

this course does not look at the 
medical or technical aspects of abor
tion.

has a much stronger incentive to 
provide abortion services.”

Joyce Arthur of the Pro- 
Choice Action Network — an Gr

own patients,” said Gray, referring 
to her group's belief that the fetus 
is a person. She added that just be
cause abortion is legal doesn’t mean 
it should be taught to future doctors.

The controversy surrounding 
the abortion debate has led many 
schools across North America to 
avoid the issue entirely by exclud
ing it from the undergraduate medi
cal curriculum.

But while Romalis is worried 
that the lack of education is prevent
ing students from including abortion 
care as part of their practice, he be
lieves issues of safety are more 
powerful deterrents.

“People are definitely con
cerned about their personal security 
because of the abortion providers, 
who have been subjected to vio
lence or threats of violence," said 
Romalis, who was shot and seri
ously wounded by a sniper outside 
his Vancouver home on November 
8, 1994.

BY NYRANNE MARTIN

VANCOUVER (CUP) — 
Abortion is the most frequently per
formed operation in Canada, but 
controversy surrounding training 
and education for the surgery con
tinues.

In their third year of medical 
school, students who take an obstet
rics and gynecology specialty re
ceive a one hour and 15 minute lec
ture from Romalis on issues sur
rounding abortion.

Yet Romalis believes this is 
insufficient time to explore all of the 
technical, social and medical as
pects of abortion.

“It s clearly impossible to 
cover the whole spectrum of edu
cation that they require on the sub
ject,” he said.

Other than these two sessions, 
students who are interested in learn
ing how to perform abortions must 
go to free standing abortion clinics 
or to Vancouver General Hospital 
on their own time to receive addi
tional training, said Romalis.

Students can also spend a 
one-month period with an abortion 
provider during a fourth-year elec
tive.

ganization that advocates abortion 
rights — agrees that students are 
being deterred from abortion train
ing. She said the small number of 
abortion providers arc often isolated 
from the rest of the medical com
munity, and become high-profile 
targets.

“I don’t think that the abor
tion education that the medical stu
dents are getting is adequate,” said 
Romalis, while adding that the 
number of women who have abor
tions is increasing. “I think there 
should be more mandatory educa
tion in abortion.”

The only required under
graduate medical school course at 
UBC that offers a session on abor
tion is known as “Doctor/Dentist, 
Patient
multidisciplinary course which 
looks at ethical and social issues in 
healthcare.

Between 30 and 40 percent of 
Canadian women will have an abor
tion at some time during their re
productive life, says Gary Romalis, 
assistant clinical professor in the 
department of Obstetrics and 
Gynecology at the University of 
British Columbia (UBC).

But Romalis, who teaches 
and provides abortion care, said he 
believes that medical students aren’t 
offered adequate abortion training 
options during medical school.

The decriminalization of 
abortion occurred in 1988, and the

"The medical community 
doesn’t do enough to stand up for 
and protect abortion providers,” she 
said, adding that if more doctors 
performed abortions as part of their 
regular practice, isolation and vio
lence woird diminish.

and Society,” a Christine Singh, a second- 
year undergraduate medical student 
at UBC and spokesperson for the 
university chapter of Medical Stu
dents For Choice, did a voluntary 
internship in an abortion clinic this 
past summer and is optimistic about 
the situation.

While she admits she would 
be worried about her safety, she 
hopes to do her specialty in family 
practice and have abortion care as 
one of the many services she will 
offer to her patients.

“It’s an essential part of 
health care,” she said. "Reproduc
tive choice is essential to one’s lib
erty and dignity and ability to 
choose one’s own destiny. 1 think if 
we're not taught abortion, and when 
you don’t have access to it, you’re 
doing women a disservice.”

3

But as Romalis points out.

...SEARCH Romalis believes the mental
ity of students is another factor in 
the decline of abortion providers. 
He explained that most current 
medical students grew up al ter abor
tion was decriminalized, and there
fore are often not aware of what the 
situation was like for women before

There is some reluctance, 
however, within groups that oppose 
abortion to increase medical train
ing of the procedure.

Stephanie Gray, president of 
Lifeline, a UBC group with this 
stance, said she would like to work 
with the medical school to educate 
future doctors on their anti-abortion

What are you looking for?
Spring & Summer on-campus and distance courses ] 1FIND

View results: By relevance 1 I

Acadia University Continuing and Distance Education

Spring/Summer Credit Courses
Abnormal Psychology Computer;
Accounting * programming
Anatomy & Physiology * architecture

Creative Writing 
Drugs and Behaviour 
Economics 
Education:

* addictions counseling
* counselling
* history of ed.
* inclusive ed.
* middle level
* master of ed.
* music, ed
* teaching science 

Europe: 20tb-C 
French
Gender and Sexuality 
Health Psychology

of Workf Wart/ll

this period.
“Someone like me grew up 

through the years when abortion 
was illegal, and saw the personal 
devastation,” said Romalis. “Even

Literary Criticism 
Maritime History
Nutrition 
Oceanography 
Organic 'Chemistry 
Poetry of Atlantic Canada 
Psychology and die Law 
Shakespeare 
Short Stories. Studies of 
Social Impact of War 
Spanish

position.
“I would disagree completely 

with the mentality that we should 
he showing doctors how to kill their

Architecture
Art History
Atmosphere. Weather,
Ornate
Business:

* introduction
* research
* retailing systems 
‘ ethics
* marketing

Bddoy at Bon Portage 1st. 
Calculus
Canadian Criminal justice 
Canoe Tripping 
Children's Literature 
Competitive intelligence 
Composition

deaths that resulted from women 
having illegal and unsafe abortions.

Ontario considers private universities
Sport Mkting. Strategies 
Stress & Coping By Jason Maclean

TORONTO (CUP) - The 
Harris government is doing its best 
to establish private universities in 
Ontario.

dropped out.
The University of Phoenix 

applied to operate in New Jersey but 
withdrew its proposal in November 
1999, in the face of stiff opposition.

Opponents charged that the 
school failed to meet the state's re
quired levels of library resources 
and qualified, full-time faculty.

Hampton's real worry, how
ever, is that once established here, 
the University of Phoenix, or any 
other private university for that 
matter, will aggressively seek pub
lic funds.

members, especially those presently 
employed as contract sessional with 
little job security.

Donations to private universi
ties, meanwhile, would be lax-de
ductible.

I ales of t error - 19th~C 
Women in Modern Wood
**- AND MANY MORE* **”

Histoty o’ wood 
-, Pol, & Govt ? ACADIA It is weighing a proposal from 

an American university to establish 
a campus in the province, said pro
vincial New Democratic Party 
Leader Howard Hampton last week.

"This is a direct assault on 
Ontario's public universities and 
colleges hy a big box American edu
cation conglomerate," said Hamp
ton. "We don't need or want a post- 
secondary Wal-Mart education for 
our children."

The University of Phoenix is 
the American school in question. It 
is a private, for-profit institution that 
has 67,000 students enrolled on 
campuses across 15 states and an
other 10,000 online.

According to Hampton, the 
school employs three full-time lob
byists whose job is to woo Ontario 
Premier Mike Harris.

And Harris is listening.
"We arc considering the op

tion to allow private universities to 
operate in Ontario," admitted Kerry 
Dclany, a spokesperson for the Min
istry of Training, Colleges and Uni
versities. "The minister [of educa
tion] has met with contacts from the 
University of Phoenix and several 
other private universities from the 
United States."

Hampton calls the University 
of Phoenix a "dubious" American 
product, noting that the U.S. Depart
ment of Education ordered the 
school to pay $650,000 in fines af
ter an audit exposed "system-wide 
problems" in student aid programs. 
For example, it refused to return 
public funds even after students had

Law,

And zoning changes to ac
commodate private universities and 
related real estate developments 
would produce a huge, non-taxahlc 
boom to these institutions.

"All of which amounts to a 
sizeable a id largely unaccountable 
subsidy," said Turk.

But notwithstanding Hamp
ton's reservations about the Univer
sity of Phoenix, the real concern may 
reside closer to home.

According to Turk, a more 
likely scenario is the local establish
ment of a private, not-for-profit uni
versity here in Ontario.

A coalition, which includes 
local MP Betty Stevenson and 
former University of British Colum
bia president David Strangway. is 
attempting to create a private hut not- 
for-profit university in Quccnsville, 
10 kilometres northeast of Newmar
ket. to he called "Wolfe University."

"This proposal is more likely 
to succeed because it is more politi
cally palatable than the prospect of 
a for-profit university, but it would 
be no less of a drain on public re
sources and therefore no less a threat 
to public higher education," warned 
Turk.

Register by May 8 for Spring and by June 19 for Summer

For more information or a calendar:
902/ 585-1434 or 1-800-565-6568 
Fax: 902/ 585-1068 
continuing, education @ acadiau.ca 
http://conted.acadiau.ca

Acadia University
Continuing and 

Distance Education 
Willett House, 38 Crowell Dr. 

Woifville, Nova Scotia BOP 1X0

"Once they get their foot in 
the door, the for-profit institutions 
become high-powered lobbyists 
seeking more money from tax pay
ers," lie said.

The provincial government 
dismisses this concern.

"If private universities are al
lowed to operate in Ontario, they 
would be fully funded by private 
money with no support by Ontario 
tax payers," Dclany said. "That's 
what private means."

But the Conservatives' prom
ise not to provide public funds to 
privatize educational institutions is 
"misleading," says Jim Turk, execu
tive director of the Canadian Asso
ciation of University Teachers.

"There are several ways in 
which private education would end 
up being underwritten publicly," 
said Turk.

THE DALHOUSIE 

BOOKSTORES WILL 

BE CLOSED, AT ALL 

3 LOCATIONS, FOR 

INVENTORY ON 

MARCH 30TH, 31ST 

AND APRIL 1ST.

Students enrolled in private 
universities would, for example, he 
eligible for interest-free government 
student loans.

Private universities, especially 
in their formative phase, would likely 
borrow resources from public insti
tutions, including library and labo
ratory materials and even faculty

"As soon as the first private 
university opens in Ontario, NAFTA 
and [World Trade Organization] 
trade laws will make it impossible 
to turn away private universities 
from the United States and other 
countries," he added. "Once the door 
is opened, there will be no shutting
it."
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Student newspaper at University of
Alberta censored

BY ALEJANDRO BUSTOS pus to endorse candidates, then why Students’ Union.” 
should we allow The Gateway'1." 
queried Stacy Prochnau, Chief Re
turning Officer for the SU election.

Prochnau argued that the pa
per is not autonomous the Students’ Ozano, Gateway Editor-in-Chief. 
Union is the official publisher and “We are a newspaper. We are not 
as such is not a separate legal en- the pamphlet for the Muslim Asso

ciation or a newsletter for the chess

for each of the portfolios, but urged 
students to do their own research 
before voting.

When it came to endorsing a 
candidate for the position of Vice- 
President (External), the paper 
opted for Barrie Tanner, who hap
pens to be the paper’s Sports Edi-

Elcction officials were wor
ried the editorial may have libeled 
Tanner's opponent, and that the pa
per had too much influence on elec
tion results.

This description of the paper 
was categorically denied by Gate- 
wax staff.

What began as an editorial 
endorsing Students’ Union candi
dates has deteriorated into a debate 
over freedom of the press at the 
University of Alberta.

The Tuesday issue of The 
Gateway was impounded after an 
electoral official ruled that an edi
torial in the paper was biased.

“If we don’t allow the cam
pus Muslim Association, the chess 
club or the Star Trek club on cam-

“That's stupid,” said Neal
Mike Chalk, Students’ Union 

President, said. “I have been in the 
Students' Union for two years, and 
1 have never interfered with content 
| in The Gateway]. I despise people 
who want to interfere with content.”

But Chalk then said the real 
issue is not about freedom of the 
press, but whether the paper had 
broken its own internal bylaws by 
publishing libelous content.

He also said he wasn’t sure 
how much influence the paper had 
on student election

“I won last year by 1300 
votes,” said Chalk, who received the 
paper’s endorsement during his 
campaign. “I don’t think The Gate
way is worth 1300 votes.”

The student president said, 
however, that the paper might be 
able to influence elections in close

tity. tor.
She compared The Gateway club.” 

to any other service on campus run
by the SU, including the bar and a March 7 editorial by Dan Lazin, 
photocopier room, and said the pa- the paper’s Production Editor. The 
per is “effectively a newsletter of the editorial listed Lazin's preference

After receiving the complaint, 
Prochnau ordered that copies of the 
paper be locked away until the SU’s 
Discipline, Interpretation and En
forcement Board had a chance to 
make a ruling.

After The Gateway appealed 
to the board, the issue was delivered 
to stands Tuesday evening.

But the experience left report
ers on campus worried about their 
freedom of speech.

“It would have set a horrible 
precedent if an uninformed indi
vidual could have made a decision 
to censor the paper,” said Ozano

In response, Prochnau said 
she was only trying to be fair and 
avoid the publication of allegedly 
libelous material.

The controversy stems from

Miners, construction
workers support 

striking UCCB profs
its fourth week, began February 11 
when 115 professors, specialists and construction workers and miners 
librarians walked oil the job de- joined the striking professors this 
manding more money and better past Wednesday on the picket lines, 
working conditions.

George MacDonald, Scott’s 
lawyer, says the suit refers to state- temporarily prevented students and 
ments that were published or broad- staff from entering the university

and a nearby community college. 
The blockade affected 500

In related news, unionized races.
BY CUP STAFF

SYDNEY. NS (CUP) The
president of the University College 
of Cape Breton (UCCB) has filed a 
defamation suit against the school’s 
faculty association, the association’s 
president and a professor.

The suit by Jackie Scott, 
UCCB president, against Michael 
Manson. the faculty president, and 
Professor Rod Nichol comes in the

The unionized workers, who 
held a two-hour demonstration,

CKDU FMcast.
The university president has

refused to comment on the lawsuit, students and 300 staff at the univer- 
Students, meanwhile, are sity, while an additional 1,000 stu- 

calling on the Nova Scotia govern- dents were affected at the college.
(With files from Canadian Reggae and 

Caribbean music 
on CKDU

midst of a bitter campus strike.
The strike, which is now in

ment to appoint a mediator, reports 
the Canadian Press. Press)

Ultimate (S) 
Frisbee The Upliltment

Tuesdays, 9-10:30 pm 
Hosts: Dave and Kerry

<

Want to play in the Halifax Ultimate 
summer league? [10Bassline Reggae

Saturdays, 6-7:30 pm 
Host: The legend

Halifax Ultimate has many things.
• Co-ed teams in summer league
• Social gatherings
• Skills sessions, pick-up games 

and touring teams

Caribwave
Saturdays, 7:30-9 pm 

Host: Lorraine Ferguson

CKDU 97.$ FM
4tii floor, Dalbewie SUB * AIM University Aw,, Halifax, E 83H 4)2 

Office; 4N*M?9; kies: 4f4*!2SU; fax: 4M-III0 
Email: cl«liifm@tiialxa# UAL hitpS2.dalxa/~d(dtifm

24-HOUR REQUEST UNE: 494-2487
Contact hfic_ultimate@hotmail. com or 
call ‘The Ultimate Hotline’ — 479-0908

CKDU 97,5 FM.., Oalhousie’s campus and community radio station... 50 
watts of mammoth power.., children’s, jazz, classical, industrial, punk alt 
pop. rap, rib. hip hop. alt rock, indie rock, heavy metal, clectronica, ska. 
reggae, funky, contemporary, experimental, folk, alt country, gospel, Celtic, 
world beat, Pagan, Christian, Arabic, Polish, Greek, Indian. Egyptian, 
Bhangra, French, Sri Lankan, Islamic. Eritrean, current affairs, the BBC 
news, community announcements, cool interviews, food issues and recipes, 
local issues, international issues, environmental issues, women issues

—
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A circumpolar perspective on murres
BY DANIEL MCKILLOP in Newfoundland). Between 1983 

and 1984, an estimated one million 
birds were hunted, while current 
annual estimates indicate that 
around 100,000 to 200,000 birds are 
killed.

The Migratory Convention 
Act came into effect in Newfound
land when the province joined 
Canada in 1949. The Act, written 
in 1916, classified murres as non 
game birds, which included auks. 
Despite this, things went hack and 
forth, and the hunt [for murres] did 
go on, and people turned a blind eye.

No permit was needed to hunt 
murres in Newfoundland, and there 
was no legal limit to the number of 
birds that could he hunted. How
ever, only residents of the province 
were able to hunt murres, and only 
for food. In 1993, a “bag limit” of 
20 birds per hunter, per day was in
troduced, with hunting seasons 
varying from zone to zone (two to 
four months, depending on the area

the eggs and chicks in a given 
colony, as well as know the time of 
breeding, and collect the data from 
previous days. “The data is like 
gold...[and is] very satisfying,” said 
Chard i ne.

industrial development on the coasts 
is also sometimes a problem.

In Greenland and Newfound
land, Murres can be hunted legally, 
and have been for generations.

“The problem is that the privi
lege to hunt murres is often abused,” 
said Chardinc.

In Newfoundland, and else
where in North America, it is not 
permitted to sell seabirds, since they 
arc protected as a migratory bird. 
However, there has been a decline 
in the population of many colonies, 
since historically, the hunts reduced 
the murre numbers below a level of 
sustainability.

"Despite the lack of concrete 
evidence, we were concerned,” said 
Chardinc.

A presentation on seabirds 
was delivered at the Museum of 
Natural History by Don Chardinc in 
the evening of March 8.

Don Chardinc received his 
doctorate at Durham University in 
England, and has worked as a re
search scientist for the Canadian 
Wildlife Service in Newfoundland. 
He has also had a great deal of ex
perience with the management and 
population modelling of murres, 
particularly in the nine years he 
spent in Newfoundland working on 
murres.

As a member of the Conser
vation of Arctic Flora and Fauna, 
Dr. Chardinc said that “all countries 
are worried about oil pollution, by- 
catch problems, over-hunting, and 
other issues. There is no evidence 
of a decline in Canadian species [of 
murres], but this doesn’t mean there 
isn’t any. We don't want the murres 
to suffer the same fate as the |great] 
auks, and if we continue down the 
present path, they won’t. But we 
want to be knee-deep in them. We 
want to be sure.”

Murres lay a single large egg 
per year, which is slightly more nar
row and pointed than the eggs of 
many other bird species. A popular 
explanation for this adaptation sug
gests that, since the egg rolls more 
in a circle instead of a straight line 
when moved, the shape of the egg 
would more likely result in the egg 
remaining on the narrow ledge than 
if it were shaped like a more con
ventional egg.

Parent murres often have less 
than one chick per year, since only 
36 to 70 percent of the chicks born 
into a colony survive into adult
hood. The infrequent breeding of 
the murre, known as the “life his
tory strategy," is compensated by a 
lengthy lifespan of a potential 20 to 
25 years. “You very often see the 
bird tightly holding the egg between 
its feel, and pressing very tightly on 
the egg with its breast, so that the 
egg doesn't fall into the water,” 
Chardinc said. The young accom
pany the male parent out to sea to 
hunt when they arc only a quarter 
their adult size.

By the time the young reach 
14 to 20 days old. they can glide into 
the sea from the tops of the cliffs 
where they nest, though they are not 
able to actually fly.

"It is interesting to see how 
the male parent will stay close to 
the chick by gliding alongside it, 
and follow it into the water.” said 
Chardinc.

At the opening of the presen
tation Dr. Chardinc provided a slide 
of the rocky coasts on Prince 
Leopold Island, located in the Arc
tic. which he described as the world 
of the two species of murres he was 
to discuss that evening.

The two species of murres in 
the world are the thickcd-billed 
murre, which has a jet-black col
oured head and neck, and the com
mon murre, which is closer to 
brown than black. Both species 
have white-coloured fronts, and the 
common murre is slightly larger in 
size.

Dll) YOU KNOW?■A#

| \9
I L A big problem facing our world is that there is little information and education 

about environmentalism. The best thing you can do is get informed. You should 
check out these websites:

www.greenpeacecanada.org—Greenpeace's goal is to ensure the ability of the Earth 
to nurture life in all its diversity. 

www.lunatree.org—Julia Butterfly helped protect California's redwoods by spending one year 180 
feet up a tree called Luna, protesting logging practices. 
www.greenspiration.org—Canadian web for environmental activism and 
action.
www.earthfirstjournal.org—Earth first Journal—A radical newspaper 
focused on the (deep) ecology movement.
www.northwestwatcfi.org—NEW's mission is to foster a sustainable economy and way of life. 
www.adbusters.org—Culture jammers who are turning advertising on its head.

f#
“They arc long-bodied, fairly 

chunky, relatively short with stubby 
wings.” Dr. Chardinc explained. 
“Murres are about I kilogram in 
size, which is close to the limit at 
which they can fly, given the evo
lutionary development of their 
wings.” Dr. Chardinc presented 
slides of both living and extinct rela
tives of the murres, which include 
puffins and gulls, as well as the great 
auk. “In the case of penguins.” he 
said,"their wings have evolved to be 
used [exclusively] in the water, 
since their bodies have grown too 
large in size. Murres arc a diving 
species as well, with wings that are 
relatively small and stiff, but not as 
extreme as penguins. They are able 
to fly, but barely...they are at the 
[evolutionary] edge [of flight].”

The main feature that distin
guishes one murre species from the 
other is their distribution. Common 
murres can be found as far south as 
California and in places like north
ern France, though not as abun
dantly. The thicked-billed murres 
are generally found further north.

Murres breed in colonies, and 
nest closely together on the ledges 
of cliffs, or huddle together in large 
groups in flat areas.

“We don’t really know why 
seabirds nest in such dense 
colonies...there are [only] a lot of 
theories,” said Chardinc. “Murres 
do not build actual nests at all, but 
lay their eggs directly on the rocks. 
The colonies are very tightly 
packed, with 20 to 25 birds per 
square meter.”

In Canada, the majority of 
large murre colonies are located in 
the east; there is an estimated 
400,000 birds on Akpatok Island, 
for instance. The largest colony of 
common murres in Canada, how
ever, is on Funk Island, a tooth
shaped island located near the 
northeast coast of Newfoundland. 
Funk Island was the last breeding 
place of a large, penguin-like bird 
called the great auk, now extinct.

According to Chardinc, “it is 
difficult to assess the status of the 
species. Breeding success is only 
studied from remote positions...and 
is very tedious.” In order to meas
ure hatching success, researchers 
must closely and faithfully number

V
He also explained how the 

chicks squeal if separated from the 
parent, who are able to recognize the 
chick’s call. cut** ct»1Thicked-hillcd murres mostly 
feed on Crustacea, and common 
murres generally rely on fish for 
their diet: small herring during 
Maritime winters, and capelin, a sil
very North Atlantic coastal fish that 
is high in energy. Since murres have 
difficulty Hying, there is a limit to 
the amount of food they arc able to 
carry back to the nesting site, known 
as a payload size. When chicks 
reach a quarter of their eventual 
size, they arc too large to be fed by 
the parents; at this age the young 
arc waterproof and barely, but able, 
to feed themselves. During their 
migration, many murres end up in 
Greenland and Newfoundland, from 
various northern colonies.

Dr. Don Chardinc also dis
cussed the need to conserve seabird 
species like murres, by protecting 
them from the damage of oil spills. 
The problem of oil being dumped 
by vessels into the water is a chronic 
one. The oil from the sea surface 
will kill murres by affecting the 
waterproof protection of the birds' 
feathers. Only a small amount of oil 
can make the murres heavier and 
unable to maintain their body tem
perature. Because they also preen 
themselves and ingest the oil, it can 
take as few as two to three days be
fore they die.

“We’re doing a lot of work in 
reducing the amount of oil going 
into the ocean, and thereby helping 
to preserve the seabird life. I think 
we’re having an effect, very 
slowly,” said Chardinc.

Since they are a diving spe
cies, murres often get caught in fish
ing nets as well, thus the issue of

Dear Greengirl,

I'm a dal student more than a little confused by the excess paper distribution that occurs every week especially 
when contrasted to your new "enviro-page" addition. What's with all the waste? It's one thing for the Gazette to 
want to reach as many students as possible, but it's another thing to be dumping massive loads anywhere that will 
let you, in the vain hope that each and everyone will eventually be read. Almost half of them aren't even opened. 
This has nothing to do with the quality or popularity of the paper — there are just way to many printed, (an we 
do anything about this? I'm sure it must have been noticed by someone else on your distribution staff. Such a 
relatively small change, (as easy as checking out how many papers are being consistently left unopened, over a 
projected period of a few weeks; something that would save $ that could go towards something more fun, or 
worthwhile than an old pile of fermenting papers!) sets good examples. I ask you — WILL the Gazette put its 
effort where its mouth is and take an initiative on the reckless, senseless killing of tree's, polluting of rivers?

RbetorUally yours,
Milena Gibson

ss

Thanks Milena for bringing up such an important and controversial issue! And kudos to you for your logic and resoluteness! I know that here 
at the Gazette there has been much talk regarding our wasteful distribution, and yet typical to many organizations, there hasn't been much 
action. This isn't because none of us care, but rather that there are a couple obstacles to coming up with a solution. He'e is the situation as I 
understand it:
The national advertising agency (C+) which supplies the university papers of the Canadian University Press (CUP) with ads attributes 
different 'line prices,' or ad prices, according to the size of a paper's distribution. The cut off between a 'small' and 'medium' sized paper is a 
distribution of 10,000 papers. So, if our distribution was less than 10,000, our ad revenue from national ads, which C+ provides, would be 
significantly reduced. Not only would the Gazette receive less money per ad, but we might also receive less ads, as fewer companies would 
want to advertise in our 'small' paper.
So this aspect of the problem comes down to the bottom line: could we afford to still run the paper with the significantly reduced revenue? 
Since we would enjoy minimal savings from reducing our distribution size — the answer to this is no, not unless some alternatives are 
explored, including possibly procuring more local advertising.
But there is another, potentially more feasible solution. Though our distributor does remove unused papers each week for recycling, there is 
a lot the Gazette can do to make our distribution more efficient and effective. This could include changing our distribution pattern so that we 
disperse a few papers in many places, as opposed to many papers in a few. Indeed we should be better tracking our distribution now so that 
we are aware of where we can move a lot of papers, and where the demand is low.
But, like anything else, it is money that makes the wheels turn. Both increasing our area of distribution, or conversely reducing our size of 
distribution to under 10,000 will cost money. And money is not something that a typical student newspaper has in excess. More than that, it 
requires someone to put in the energy to make the changes. With this editorial year nearly over, and with the scramble to get people to 
for next year's positions, energy is something we don't have an excess of.
Though the Gazette hasn't made any changes yet this year on this issue, it is something that I would certainly like to see changed for next 
year. However it will be up to the new editorial board. If you want to see a difference, how about coming out to a meeting? Every Monday, 
4:30 pm in SUB rm. 312.

run
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From addictions to piercing
BY NAOMI FLESCHHUT resent grief and letting go of the past; 

the liver gives focus and the ability 
to carry through with plans, while the 
kidney signifies courage and the con
trol of fear. There seems to a be a 
parallel here between the purely 
physical functions of these organs 
and their more metaphysical impli
cations. Indeed in Eastern medicine, 
there is no real defined distinctions 
between the work of physical heal
ing and emotional work.

Yet, until recently, Western 
medicine has typically been rigidly 
focused on the purely physical, re
jecting any notion of the importance 
or existence of flows of energy 
within the body. This is at odds with 
the Chinese understanding of human 
biology, which indicates that the 
body can be mapped according to the 
How of meridians of energy. Similar 
to the concept of Chakras, this in
volves an understanding that ill
nesses, both physical and mental, 
arise as the result of blockages of this 
flow; an imbalance in the body’s 
energy. Acupuncture functions to at
tempt to restore balance, and resume 
the smooth How of energy which 
leads to optimum health.

The skeptics may wonder how 
much of this healing is authentically 
related to the actual acupuncture, 
rather than just ‘all in the mind,' as 
they say. Is it possible that the proven 
benefits of this procedure arise from 
the simple therapeutic effects of 
gathering together regularly with 
others who experience similar prob
lems, relaxing and feeling as though 
one is being healed?

Though Chris Willette ac
knowledges the potential beneficial 
healing effects of “being in a room 
of like-minded people,” she men
tions that there has been clinical re
search which accounts for this pos
sibility. Controlled trials in the 
United States studied whether or not 
the five pressure points used are ac
tually relevant to healing. Some of 
the participants received acupuncture 
using the five standards points, while 
others had needles placed in five ir
relevant points on the car. The result 
was that there is a statistically sig
nificant difference between the av
erage relapse times of the partici
pants, with the control group return
ing to addictive behaviours in a 
shorter period of time.

It is not surprising, then that 
acupuncture has been gaining a 
widespread, popular acceptance, par
ticularly in the US. Willette men
tioned that in parts of California and 
New York, “persons who are harm
fully involved in substance abuse are 
mandated by the courts for acupunc
ture therapy.”

Don Himmelman, who has 
incorporated his training in acupunc
ture into his work in the field of drug 
dependency, said that although this 
use of acupuncture is “ setting a prec
edent in Eastern Canada and Canada 
as a whole,” this method has been 
around for 20 years, and is now used 
in over 1000 clinics internationally. 
Five hundred out of 10.000 US ad
diction clinics use acupuncture, 
while here at home the Mount Sinai 
hospital in Toronto has incorporated 
an acupuncture program to treat re
actions to chemotherapy and post
operative pain. In fact, according to 
Chris Willette, the Medical School 
at McMaster University is planning 
to undertake a large research project 
on acupuncture.

This growing trend probably 
has as much to do with the low costs

of acupuncture its proven benefits. 
But perhaps it also reflects a grow
ing questioning of the limits of the 
typical reductionist approach inher
ent in much of Western medicine. 
With the increasing incidence of en
vironmental illnesses, along with the 
higher costs of our under-funded 
health care system, people arc 
searching for a more holistic perspec
tive on health. One which also fo
cuses more on prevention and non- 
intrusive healing rather than high- 
end and invasive procedures.

And in such conditions as sub
stance addiction, many contempo
rary treatments simply cannot treat 
the full range of ailments which arc 
associated with addiction, such as 
mental and emotional stresses. Acu
puncture thus provides an alternative 
method which treats not only the bio
logical consequences of addiction, 
but also provides therapy for the 
more elusive afflictions of the mind 
and soul.

It appears that Western medi
cine ain't so Western anymore. There 
are now two free acupuncture clin
ics in Nova Scotia; one in 
Dartmouth, and the other in Metro 
Halifax. That’s right, free...funded by 
government dollars, and provided to 
the public at no cost.

The relatively recent opening 
of these clinics sets a surprising prec
edent in the public health climate of 
Canada — as usual ‘alternative’ 
health practices like Naturopathy, 
traditional Chinese medicine, and 
even midwifery arc not paid for un
der our Canadian health insurance 
plan. Indeed it has been an uphill bat
tle for these types of healing prac
tices to be recognized.

Yet, since July of 1999, the 
Dartmouth Hospital has been offer
ing a free public acupuncture clinic, 
originally as part of a smoking ces
sation program, and now expanded 
to a five morning a week barrier-free 
clinic to treat the symptoms of with
drawal from addictions, as well as 
depression, anxiety, stress and dis
rupted sleeping patterns. The success 
of this program has enabled the open
ing of another free clinic, a little 
closer to home with Matrix Wom
en's Services — a Halifax treatment 
centre for women.

Both these clinics use a five 
point system of auricular acupunc
ture — acupuncture on the ear — 
which was developed at the Lincoln 
Hospital into a procedure which is 
easily and effectively taught to health 
care workers unfamiliar with acu-

For more information on the 
harrier-free public acupuncture clin
ics, contact Matrix Women's Serv
ices, or Simpson Hall of the 
Dartmouth Hospital.

puncture.
This approach, though unor

thodox within the history of West
ern medicine, has proven to be both 
very successful as well as quite in
expensive.

Health care workers arc eas
ily trained in this protocol, while the 
procedure does not practically re
quire many inputs. After all — we 
are just talking about putting a cou
ple needles in a person’s car and lead
ing them through relaxation exer
cises with a cup of tea.

And yet the results have been 
dramatically positive. According to 
Chris Willette of Matrix Women’s 
Services Clinic, there have been ex
tensive clinical trials over the past 10 
to 15 years which demonstrate that 
activating the pressure points used 
in auricular acupuncture does help 
the body detoxify and heal from an 
addictive illness; while it also helps 
even out the emotional symptoms 
like depression and anxiety.

The Lincoln protocol uses live 
such points on the ear to stimulate 
the patient’s internal life energy — 
thereby positively affecting both the 
body and the psyche. Two of these 
points focus on relaxation: shen men 
and sympathetic. The other three 
points each correspond an organ in 
the body: the kidney, liver and lungs 
— and function to help move energy 
through these vital organs. During 
each treatment, the needles are left 
in place for forty-five minutes, while 
the participants arc also lead through 
relaxation exercises, and can enjoy 
some detoxifying seven-herb tea.

It is interesting that these three 
particular organs are targeted under 
this treatment. According to Western 
medicine, the kidney, liver and lungs 
are organs of detoxification, while 
they are also those most affected by 
certain addictions. For example, the 
liver may become seriously diseased 
from alcohol abuse, while the’lungs 
are obviously impacted by smoking 
addictions.

Yet in Eastern medicine, each 
of these organs has a significance 
beyond the biological. The lungs rep-
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and eating organismsDumping crap
You would not believe how human wastes while we also destroy 

long I have spent trying to come up its resources and casually annihilate 
with a way to use this editorial to its other inhabitants. Even though 
speak out about what I think is people all around the world realize 

here at Dalhousie, in this, including members of govern-

guess the source of my frustrations viduals would grow dissatisfied ready disproportionately suffer the
with the world has a lot to do with with the corporate economic model effects of our industrialized, mur-
the prevalent human perspective, of progress and success, and would ket driven society,
especially in our society. The atti- perhaps also have some notion of
tudc, first of all, that what we're fed responsibility for the impacts of my idealistic bubble have to strug-
(litcrally and figuratively) is what human actions, 
is good, necessary, or even inevita
ble, severely undermines both the bubble, beyond the activists, vcg- 
questioning of the status quo, and etarians and good sisters and broth- 
any possibility for constructive ers — 1 see people working, mak

ing money, consuming, wasting and 
If we don't examine our so- mindlessly taking part in the earth’s 

ciety, lifestyles, altitudes and eon- destruction. What is truly mind— 
structs, then there’s no point in ask- boggling is that this Western con
ing why we aren’t making changes, sumerist paradigm is also destroy- 
But the problem is not only one of ing our culture, our health and our 
the apathy and ignorance of people sanity! Our culture is culture ofcon- 
— it is what encourages these atti- sumerism; advertising (both in its 
tudes. Why is it that people roll over direct and more subtle forms) is our 
again and again to the claims of education; and both our minds and 
government, corporations, media... 
whoever, that economic and tech-

And even those people within
wrong 
Canada, in the world, gle every day to try to live authen

tically in a society and world which 
doesn’t seem so designed anymore. 
It can be done, but trying to live an 
alternative life, sustainably existing 
with the world is a very difficult and 
sometimes alienating experience. It 
has come to the point now where if 
you want to live right, you must 
hermit yourself away from all the 
influences of our technologically 
advanced world.

with humans. Obvi
ously therein lies my 
problem; there are 
too many issues to 
possibly draw atten
tion to all of them.
Yet, how could I ever pick one idea, 
one problem, which is more impor
tant than any others?

I can go on for days about in
justices against animals, crimes 
against the earth, and problems with 
our government, education, health 
and social systems. I think many of 
us could. And there are so many is
sues right here that don’t seem to 
be raising enough of a ruckus.

If I am paying nearly 5000 
dollars for eight months of mostly 
meagre, uninspired and completely 
orthodox education, why is it that I 
also have to stare at ads telling me 
I'll finally have something to shout 
about if I can only rid myself of fa
cial blemishes, or that I can find 
everything I'm looking for, and 
even more if I hook myself up to 
the internet — while I am using the 
toilet! I could also complain about 
actually paying fees which support 
the 'perks of office’ student council 
executives enjoy —how did that 
piece of animal flesh on a bun go 
down? — while council itself can 
be viewed as little more than a 
right—wing think tank. Thanks for 
representing my rights, DSU coun
cil; has anyone else heard of a stu
dent council who repeatedly retains 
neutrality in the face of national stu
dent protest against rising tuition 
and funding cuts? But 1 guess we’re 
with CASA; the protest was en
dorsed by the CFS — it’s good prac
tice for budding young politicians 
to segregate themselves according 
to party affiliation.

I digress. The issue of student 
rights, and even of democratic rep
resentation are mere drops in the 
bucket, or ocean, of problems need
ing attention.

We live in a city that literally 
dumps its shit directly into its own 
harbour, and furthermore we live in 
a world that we arc pumping full of

Yet when I step out of my

EDITORIAL
change.

ment, corporate employees and 
even the general public, there is a 
general air of our hands being tied. 
Everything is going to shit, injus
tice is everywhere, but it doesn’t 
seem like there’s a lot we can do.

The ridiculousness of this 
statement is obvious to me — I hope 
it is to you as well. But the sad truth 
is that most people don’t catch the 
irony of our apparent inability to 
stop ourselves from destroying the 
world, ourselves and other life. It is 
not surprising; consider the fact that 
no uproar was to be heard when in
stitutes of ‘higher learning’ such as 
Dalhousie started resembling more 
a glorified vehicle for marketing to 
students. People pretty much don’t 
seem to have too much of a prob
lem with it.

j

I’ve ranted long enough. I'll 
try to make my final point a posi
tive one; though the world is liter
ally riddled with problems, don't let 
this discourage you. All that needs 
to truly be changed is one simple 
thing: humanity’s ego.

bodies suffer as a result. This cul
ture is now consuming the world, 

nological progress arc ends in them- as we export our notions of mate- 
selves, and that silly concerns over rial ‘progress’ to nations which al- 
quality of life and culture, environ
mental integrity, and the interests of 
the other millions of species on 
earth are insignificant or impossi
ble to address. And why, in particu
larly at this supposed place for the 
pursuit of knowledge, are we still 
fed these same lies rather than cn-

NAOMIFLESCHHUT

On a liner noie in cuisine we present you i/iis recipe...

AMY'S CHICK PEA PASTA
couraged and indeed required to 
question, and catalyze the world 
towards a sustainable, balanced ex
istence.

On a grander scale, consider 
the fact that genetically modified 
organisms (GMOs) have been a part 
of our food supply for a number of 
years — without most people either 
knowing or caring. It has not been 
until recently that more people have 
been moved to consider the con
cerns of the few scientists and ac
tivists who have been warning us 
since they found out. And yet de
spite a great deal of public outcry, 
the relatively recent convention in 
Montreal of what will be called the 
Cartagcne Biosafety Protocol 
(which was the focus of much ac
tivist attention) dealt with the issue 
of handling, labelling and transport
ing GMOs, rather than questioning 
their existence in the first place. In 
other words, it presupposes that the 
genetic manipulation of other life 
should continue — and in our food 
supply no less. It appears that we 
can barely accomplish the regula
tion of biotechnology; the consid
eration of banning it outright is 
somehow unreasonable.

So, what am I getting at? I

(serves 4)

4 handfuls of pasta (room temperature)
large can chick peas 

1 teaspoon diced garlic
2.5 teaspoons olive oil

First you should boil your pasta (to prefered consistency). Spiral 
pasta is recommended, but feel free to experiment.
Then cover a separate pot with the olive oil and add your garlic. 
Allow garlic to sauté in olive oil for a minute on a medium heat.
Then add the can of chick peas (remove can first). Heat for a couple 
of minutes allowing the chick peas to take on the savour of the 
garlic.
Then remove half of the chick peas from the pot and purée in a 
blender (or mash with fist where blender is una milable).
Return purée of chick pea to pot with other ingredients and add 
pasta.
Toss and enjoy.

A garden salad is an excellent companion dish along with a bottle of 
fine white wine.

As I see it, the answer is that 
the dominant human paradigm is 
one which gives power to the con
centration of wealth, and thus per
petuates the ideology that to con
centrate wealth is what it means to 
be successful and happy. Once 
again: corporations own the world, 
and it is because we say they do. 
We say they do because we’ve been 
taught that they do, and so on it 
goes...

1

Those who do not accidently 
gain some authentic knowledge 
about the true state of affairs of the 
world will waste their life and en
ergy on fuelling this system of con
sumerism, global marketing and 
technological worship. They’ll do 
it because the meaning of life is not 
only hidden from them 
coopted and manipulated by the glo
bal economic market. Will they be 
happy?

but

Who knows. I would hope 
that any rational, conscious indi-
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the students were robbed of the op
portunity to properly defend them
selves in the manner that is sup
posed to be provided by the univer
sity. with two of them having to take 
a plea bargain !ike agreement. If a 
prof doesn’t have sufficient evi
dence against a student to take the 
matter to the Senate, or if they arc 
just too lazy to interrogate the stu
dent by way of the Senate, then they 
should never mention the suspected 
plagiarism in the first place.

If Daihousie's academic hon
esty policy is not being followed, 
then it is not worth the paper it is 
printed on, and everyone might as 
well stop wasting their collective 
breaths by mentioning it at the start 
of each term. David Ripley

Daihousie’s academic honesty 
policy was not followed. From what 
I have read on the plethora of sheets 
handed out in my classes this term, 
a professor's only discretion is to 
“...decide whether the infraction and 
the evidence are sufficient to merit 
a charge.” And if the “...infraction 
is minor, the faculty member may 
treat it as sloppiness, and grade ac
cordingly." However, this exclusion 
seems to refer to things like term 
papers, because sloppiness cannot 
be the cause of identical assign
ments or tests.

Come to think of it, identical 
work is the result of extreme un- 
sloppiness! So both of these mat
ters should have been brought to the 
Senate. In both of these situations,

I he start ol the winter term Committee. Profs 
means those all-too-familiar intro- about this, telling us that they are 
ductory classes for each course you sorry, but they have NO CHOICE
attend. However, one part ol the in this matter. ferent department, were accused of
whole First class ol the year' spiel Well, here’syny problem with copying off of each other during a
is rca y starting to annoy me. Spe- that. In two different departments test. After a lengthy tirade, the prof 
cilically, I am talking about the very last term. I know of two instances told the students that if they admit- 
cornmon or handout or mention of of students being accused of aca- lcd to their wrong-doing, they could 
Dalhousie s intellectual honesty demie dishonesty. have their test marks cut in half in
regulations, which occurs in just 
about every class.

quite vocal punishment was, I'd assume it wasare
very minor.

Two other students, in a dif-

In one case, two students exchange for not being reported to 
were accused, by an instructor, of the Senate. The intimidated first- 

Many professors make the passing in identical lab assignments, 
point that if, in their view, dishon- I know for a fact that this situation 
esty has occurred, then they MUST was not taken to the Senate, and al- 
report it to the Senate Disciplinary though I did not hear what the final

year students agreed.
My point is not that these stu

dents may have been wrongly ac
cused — I don't know if they were 
dishonest and 1 don't care. The real 
issue is that in both of these situa
tions — and I'd imagine these oc
currences are more frequent than I 
would ever have suspected —

Music and the 
Backstreet Boys
Some people like vegetables, a bit of punk or hip hop pouring out 

some people like meat. There are of my speakers, totally intolerant to 
those who prefer a tall, cool glass 
of Colt 45, while others insist on a 
glass of fine wine. Computers are 
somewhat easier to understand to 
some than others, but that’s life.

certain types of music, while at the 
same time, a large music connois
seur himself. He doesn't like it, but 
it's not “shit.” I don't skateboard.
but I like the straightforward fuck- 

I hat is the way that things work, the-yuppics approach of punk. I of- 
Divcrsity is the crownjewel of hu- ten can’t really relate to the content 
inanity, and that’s not likely to 
change any time soon.

One thing that is equally as hip hoppers. I was born in 1980, but
1 like classic rock and old country 

is the love of music. Not every per- because of the splendid use of gui- 
son in every region in the world is tar and improvisation. I am without 

liberated and rejuvenated by body piercings and face paint but I 
music, but there is a common bond like a lot of heavy industrial hands, 
despite a wide variety in the taste and the list goes on. Music is there

for everyone — you don’t need to 
Firstly, lets clarify ‘music.’ I be part of any social clique.

Music is a vast sea of uncx-

of some hip hop, but I enjoy the 
beats and the lyrical skill of some

common and diverse in the world

as

of music lovers.

consider anything that a person can
relate to, something that they can plorcd ideas and thought put in the 
plug their head and bodies into and form of sound. There is no excuse 
exude the atmosphere — that’s mu- for abusing this, or even ignoring 
sic. I honestly don't consider any- this. Music is a common bond that 
thing as heinous as Will Smith/Brit- all people should take part in, and

it’s unfortunate that so many peo
ple are oblivious to the reality of 
music — it's got something for cvc-

tany Spears/Backstreet Boys to re
ally be music, and I feel comfort
able saying that because I’m pretty 
sure that no Backstreet Boys fans 
have the cranial capacity or the 
physical means to communicate 
their displeasure. These marketing 
tools do little more than smudge the 
name of music and drive me to vio-

ryone.
Patrick Blackie

tM

lencc.
Music has a phenomenal his

tory. Since communication was pos
sible, the need for musical expres
sion has been there. From primitive 
string instruments to vocal expres
sion to the complex arrangements 
of Bach, Beethoven and the likes, 
to present-day musical architects 
like Trent Reznor or Paul 
Oaken fold, music has been a part 
of the creative human mind.

Music is a representation of 
mood. I listen to a CD based on 
where I am, what I’m doing and 
what kind of mood I am in. People 
have such a wide variety of moods, 
but the music is out there for any 
mood.

W:

The thing that I don’t get, de
spite my virtually unbreakable pa
tience, is all the stupid people who 
don’t listen to music. The only rea
son I can think of for someone not 
to like some kind of music is that 
there is no brain to process the 
sound (ie: Will Smith fans). Not 
finding music is a sad thing, because 
it deprives people of a wonderful 
experience. It’s like consequence- 
free crack — you can smoke the shit 
all day, on the streets, at work, in 
elevators, and still retain your men
tal and physical integrity.

“Turn that shit off,” my room
mate exclaims every time he hears

Ip
ess

ly
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GM is offering students the extra freedom to go further 
with $1000 credit. The GM Graduate program is open to 
students graduating or graduated from a recognized 
post-secondary institution in Canada. This $1000 credit 
is to be used towards the purchase or retail lease of 
eligible General Motors vehicles. THIS IS IN EXTRA 
ADDITION TO ANY OTHER CURRENT ADVERTISING 
SPECIALS! This program applies to qualified students 
graduating from a minimum 3-year recognized university 
degree program or a 2-year recognized college program 
between May 1,1997 and December 31,2000. To get out 
and drive, visit your Chevrolet or Pontiac dealer for details.
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GRADUATE CREDIT ON ANY NEW ELIGIBLE GM VEHICLE

M.
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Full-time students who apply for a GM Card will 
receive a $1000 signing bonus in GM Card earnings 
to put towards the purchase or lease of a new GM 
vehicle. The Student Bonus may NOT be combined 
with the Graduate program on any one specific 
delivery. See your local dealer for details.
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"Honestly, I don't know."

Kate Perry
3rd year French 
Halifax

■\

"I was an International Student, and 
when I came here, they had a 
welcoming week where they helped 
students get organized."

Lucian Livadaru
Business
Romania

y v

"The health plan?"

Matt Heekskerk
2nd year Law 
Victoria BC

%

k

V y

"Not one."

Lee Sampson
2nd year Computer Science 
Halifax

Can you name three 
things the DSU has 

done for Dal students?
ry SFm Li

HI iiîaïiiïmr z
"They have ski trips, that's where I 
broke my thumb. They also have 
frosh and Winter Carnival events."

Andrew Patton
2nd year Engineering 
Halifax

Ml

if] i

"That big box walking around? 
Was that the DSU? I think it had 
something to do with sex."

Moneesha Sinha
4th year Psychology 
Bedford NS

"I don't think I know any."

Sheton Harley
1st year Biology 
New Zealand

«ip
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FAMOUS PLAYERS
Big krm Kg Sound Big lilff rmc r

Listings for Feb. 17-23 only. Park Lane movie line 423-4598 
Matinees, & Mon. - Thurs. evenings S5.75,weekend evenings S9.00

Friday - Sunday Mar 17-19/00
PARK LANE 8 CINEMAS

PGStraight Story
Fri - Sun at 125-410-705-935 & Mon at 705-935
Drowning Mona 
Fri - Tues at 740 950
Wonder Boys
Fri - Sun at 135-405-645-910 & Mon at 645-910
The Ninth Gate
Fri - Sun at 110-400-710-1000 & Mon at 710-1000
The Next Best Thing
Fri - Sun at 200-430-715-940 & Mon at 940 only
The Tigger Movlo 
Fri -Sun at 140-340
Final Destination
Fri - Sun at 100-320-/30-945 8. Mon at 730-945
American Beauty
Fn -Sun at 115-350-650-920 8 Mon at 650-920
Mission To Mars
Fri - Sun at 150-420-700-930 4 Mon at 700-930

AA

AA

AA
Violent Scene» I Nude Scene»

AA

G

R
AA

Mature SuOj- Mnmtf / Sexuel Content

Mon-Thu All Day $5.75, Evenings $9.00

i \ |t|- \<IS ti till

Coming
Soon

to Park Lane Shopping Centre

* Samuel & Co. - Classic Career & Casual Wear
* Just Springroll - Viet/Thai Cuisine
* Mary's Corner - Seafood & Lebanese Cuisine

5657 Spring Garden Rd. 420-0660

1
\ y M

"We pay student fees."

Scott McCormack
2nd year Spanish 
Halifax
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Gotta cheesier answer than that? Send it to us at 
www.kraftdinner.com You could win your tuition.

L

Why should fCD pay your tuition?

show. There were a few moments 
of entertainment that had not been

marvelously in their formal attire. 
As audience members walked into

anticipated previous to the show.the Mclnnis room, they were 
greeted with extraordinarily de- One funny incident occurred de
tailed decorations on the walls, ing a boys group bhangra dance — 
which were large paintings ol men a type ol dance that is especially 
and women (who seemed to be in known in India for its accompany- 
lovc) and designs resembling folk ing drum beat where dancers 
art of India. They sal at tables scat- were wearing lungi’s, a cloth that 
tcred with rose petals, with blue and is worn around the lower body sort 
white centrepieces. of like pants. But for one dancer.

Backstage, things were much things didn't go quite to plan. His 
more chaotic. The 60-70 perform- lungi came right off in the middle 

running all over the place, of the dance. The crowd laughed

w

m
$ 8 SSI!

n mB L

tw ers were
In the dressing room, one would see and cheered in amusement as he ran 
clothes, jewelry, safety pins, bobby off the stage holding on to his lungi 
pins, and make-up scattered about, in attempt not to bear all. The crowd 
Throughout the show, participants cheered even louder and welcomed 
would be seen squeezing in their last the dancer hack as he ran on stage 
minute practicing and frantically a lew moments later to linish the 
trying to change from one outfit to dance with the rest ol the group, 
another for different acts. The with his lungi tied properly and his 
sounds of jingling jewelry could be shirt tucked in. 
heard as people would run from one 
place to another, and at any given 
point someone could he heard yell- meal was served, catered by the Taj 
ing, “Where is so and so? They arc Mahal restaurant, which gave the 
supposed to be on stage RIGHT audience a chance to eat and social- 
NOW!”

Merci D/7...Mere Sapne — Indlsa Night 2000
An insider's perspective

BY NEETI TOMAR The day had finally come, and 
I was going to be a part of it. For 
months before the show, any stu
dents representing Indisa could be 
seen running around the SUB, 
whether it be in the rooms or in the 
hallways, practicing for various acts 
for the cultural show. The acts var
ied from singing and dancing, to 
skits and the much-anticipated fash
ion show. 1 was involved in a group 
dance and the fashion show, and I 
could be seen in the SUB almost on 
a daily basis for well over a month 
before the show.

This year’s show was about a 
love story between two young peo
ple. This was a different approach 
from other years where emcee’s in
troduced acts, told jokes and warm 
up the audience. Instead of having 
the emcee, short skits were played 
out in between acts, which was the 
glue that held the show together — 
it told the love story and linked the 
different performances.

People contributed by organ

izing. preparing music, making ar
rangements for food, working with 
technical people, co-ordinating 
decorations, putting together pro
grams and so on.

My personal pride and joy 
was the mural 1 designed and 
painted (with the help of a few gen
erous people of course). I had one 
week to work on it, and that's ex
actly what I did! The mural, which 
had a man and a woman on a bal-

For some it took weeks, oth
ers months, and for many others, it 
took the entire year to prepare for 
“Mere Dil...Mere Sapna” (My 
heart...my dreams).

“Mere Dil...Mcre Sapna” 
was the name of this year’s Indisa 
show, the annual cultural show per
formed by members of the 
Dalhousie Indian Students' Associa
tion, on Saturday, March 4, in the 
Mclnnis room of the Dalhousie Stu
dent Union Building.

I was part of this year's show 
and I could hardly believe the day 
had come. Not only is the annual 
Indisa show the biggest fundraiser 
for the organization and the largest 
event they hold each year, but it’s 
also an event that is much antici
pated by the Indian community in 
the Metro area. It is an event where 
people from all sorts of back
grounds can eat, drink, socialize, 
and be entertained.

During the intermission, a de
licious and spicy traditional Indian

ize.
I was impressed with how 

pie actually made it there, the lights well "Mere Dil.. .Mere Sapna” went 
would come up and things would over. The audience seemed to enjoy 
run ever so smoothly and glamor- it and the performers had fun too. 
ously. Well, that is smoothly and 
glamorously for an amateur run in it again next year.

Onstage however, once peo-

cony with stars and the Earth in the 
background, was the backdrop for 
the stage.

1 look forward to taking part

When the
night had finally 
arrived, the pres
sure was on. The 
tickets had sold 
out and the audi
ence’s expecta
tions were high. 
I guessed that 
there were 300 
people or more 
dressed
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Wearable /art£edible clothes

PHOTOS AND WORDS 
BY JENN BETHUNE

Bride” bridged the ani
mal and human worlds 

Students from the Nova with a skirt made of 
Scotia College of Art and De- pockets containing 
sign (NSCAD) staged the 10th scavenged odds and 
annual Wearable Art Show at ends and a crown made 
Reflections Cabaret on Friday, of a birds nest, com

plete with eggs.
The manufactured

March 1Q.
Over 20 student artists 

put their work on the runway world also showed up 
before a capacity crowd. All as an influence. Holliby 
proceeds from the event were Ross 
donated to the AIDS Coalition “Elelctra + Electra" —

presented

models dressed in hu- 
The collective emphasis man x-rays and plastic 

of the show seemed to be on struggled awkwardly 
the exploration of the relation- down the runway, 
ship between the ways we Alyssa Robichaud cre- 
choose to adorn and cover ated a dress made of 
our bodies and the worlds, Astroturf, 
material and natural, in which 
we live.

of Nova Scotia.

The fashion show 
was as much perform- 

Some artists repre- ance as it was a simple 
sented this through the use display of garments, 
of non-conventional materials The A-Leens, a group of 
— designs were made of pa- giant dancing puppets 
per, fun fur, plastic, natural made of cardboard and 
fibers, and found objects, tissue paper lightened 
among others. Sophie the mood, and Sarah 
Pilipezuk showed a brightly Kilpack's “The Wife 
coloured dress made of plas- Gives Away the Bride” 
tic bottle tops, Sheila Wilson ended the show with an 
and Tricia Close created a intensely powerful state- 
garment made almost entirely ment, or question, 
of artichoke leaves, called "Ar- about the sacrament of 
tichoke Armour." marriage.

The NSCAD stuOther culinary clothing 
creations included a silk and dent artists presented 
tea bag dress called "Tea Bag a varied show, laced 
Princess," by Amanda Louise with wit, absurdity, and 
Emsley; and an edible tunic, complex aesthetics, 
made of fruit puree and lico- Those unlucky souls 
rice by Kerri Ann Croft. One who missed the show 
of the most humorous pieces on Friday may check out 
was "Playwear," by Thomas the pieces at the Anna 
Doucette: the artist and a fe- Leonowens gallery on 
male model wore strategically Granville St. until March 
placed doll parts, and little 18. 
else. Clockwide from left;Many designers turned 
to the natural world for inspi
ration. Janet Howse created 
an Elizabethan collar made of 
twigs, Junam Kim showed 
copper and steel bug-eye 
glasses, and Jessica 
Rowland’s plastic and packing 
tape “Raincoat” imitated the 
fluid essence of a raindrop. 
Sarah Alford's “The Magpie

Bottle Cap Dress by 
Sophie Pilipezuk.

Playwear by Thomas 
Doucette.

Red Ribbon, Aids 
Coalition of Nova Scotia.

Electra and Electra by 
Holliby Ross.

Kwipii mmmmÊww rMhera
sound — an organised smorgasbord New York subway car. They throughout the show, they related Records, one ol which, Pure I)ia- 
based on bluegrass, country, and stormed through an Everly Broth- directly to their audience, fielding mond Gold, was recorded in col- 
rock and roll — is challenging to ers cover, some gritty garage rock requests, and stretching their laboration with R&B legend Andre

and Travis pulled out a fiddle to saw stamina to provide a satisfying en- Williams. They plan to do like the 
They started out in 1995 as a out some gritty, foot-stompin’ core. prolific country bands of yesteryear,

The Sadies have released sev- and produce at least two more rc- 
Their lyrics are fun and eral albums on Chicago’s Bloodshot cordings this year. Cool, huh.

BY JAMES DICKIE 
AND JENN BETHUNE

Alter a small hiatus, Joel categorize.
Plaskett is back gracing the pages 
of the Gazette. Last week his emo- rock band. But with Travis and Dal- bluegrass.

las being the sons of one of the 
Good Brothers, country was closer

tionally involved drumming 
gized Neuseiland’s performance at 
the Marquee, this week he led his than just around the corner foi The 
Emergency Band through a rocking Sadies. Don’t be mistaken though, 
preamble to Toronto’s The Sadies The Sadies sound doesn't approach 
set only a few days later — when anything you'll hear on Halifax’s 
does he sleep? only FM country music station.

While Joel Plaskett may be CHFX Hot Country 101.9 FM. It 
great, the Sadies (guitarists Travis resonates with the kind of early 70s 
and Dallas Good, upright bassist country twang that you might be 
Sean Dean and drummer Mike able to catch on the AM side of 
Belitski) were who the crowd at the things, but it goes well beyond that. 
Marquee on Friday had really come They, incredibly, manage to

both impress Blue Rodeo s Can-
If I ever write a brilliant, criti- con, popcountry loving fans, and fill 

cally acclaimed movie, I want The the Marquee with decidedly non- 
Sadies on my soundtrack. I don’t mainstream music lovers, 
know, though, if I could ever ap- On Friday night The Sadies
proach the complexity, variety and treated the audience to a double 
depth that The Sadies present. Their length set that had the diversity of a

ener-
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'Cause you and 3 friends are 
going to the Memorial Cup
Here’s the deal. We’d get you & 3 friends to Halifax, put you up 

in a swanky hotel, then give you great seats to the semi-final and 

finals of the Memorial Cup. Plus give you spending money to help 

you celebrate afterwards. There’s also tons of Roots fleeces and 

Roots toques to be won. Just look in special new 16-packs 

of Molson Canadian. And start packing.
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subject of this nature it is expected 
that there'll he a certain amount of 
sex. and the nature of the sex makes 
it something that will he hard for 
some people to watch. Second, and 
far less importantly, things do drag 
a little towards the end of the film. 
A little more editing might have 
lightened the pace a hit better.

Bottom line: "When I say 
Hoy's Don't Cry is brutal. I'm not 
kidding. The last half hour in par
ticular doesn't pull any punches in 
terms of bringing its point home to 
the viewer. Still, even for those 
whose particular views would stop 
them from seeing this film. I rec
ommend it. anyway. It shows the 
most ugly side of prejudice that can 
possibly exist, and it's all the more 
important because it's based on a 
true story. To think that somebody 
actually lived Brandon Teena's life 
is a cold reminder of the reality of 
the world we inhabit. Three and a 
half stars out of four.

—-/^rtsi«>•*

yre

Interested in a career in the 
cultural sector7

Visit Cultural Careers Connection and ’earn more about 
music and sound recording, film/video, multimedia, 
design, performing arts, writing and publishing and so 
much more.

This event will feature performances, speakers, 
workshops and information booths and will provide 
students with the opportunity to speak with people 
working in the cultural sector.

Boys Don't Cry
cerned. f inally, when Brandon’s 
secret is discovered, things come to 
a shocking and tragic end. Although 

People go see The Matrix for possibly less shocking given what 
both escapism and showy special we've learned of the characters by 
effects; people watch Heat to see a this point, 
drama about the lives of very dif- r
ferent sorts of people. Then there arc Roy !v Don '/ Cry is the nature of the 
those 11Inis like Schindler's List that people involved. I'd doubt very 
are important and take an un flinch- much that any of the characters were 
ing look at some ol the harshest re- altered to make this more of a 
alities ol human nature. Boys Don't “movie" because none of them arc 
C r\- is one ol those films, one that particularly likeable. These are base 
deserves to be seen even beyond any trailer trash characters, outright 
inherent entertainment value.

BY MARK EVANS

One of the unique aspects of

rednecks who encompass every had 
Not to say that Boy’s Don’t stereotype associated with that im- 

Cry compares to Schindler's List. age.
The latter is a grim testament to the 
most brutal atrocity perpetrated in here is Lana. who. while maintain- 
modern times, while the former is a ing the very naive nature of all the 
re-telling ol the hie ol one lone girl, players in this drama, clearly grows 
I bis movie is a monument to her life up as a result of her relationship 
and the prejudice and hatred evi- with Brandon. Their love shows her 
de need in some parts of our species, just what kind of a life she's Icad- 
Things are examined on a small and ing and the people she's hanging 
minor scale, the details of the life of around with and motivates her to

The one possible exception

one person amongst the billions that actually try and change the status 
make up our world.

Teena Brandon, or. as she was transformation, 
more commonly known, Brandon
Teena. was a young girl with trou- and a thief. She does not come oil 
bles. She started off as a female, but as a sympathetic character, she 
over the years slow ly reached the comes off as somebody w ho should 
point where she adopted the role of have known the situation she was 
a young man. Brandon fell she was getting into - w ith regards to the 
meant to be a man and planned to people she fell in with. What is dou- 
get a sex change operation evenlu- bly sad about her death is that she 
ally. She dated young women, but not only w as killed for no good rca- 
never considered herself to be a les- son, but that she had a number of 
hian. She also lied like a rug and was chances to escape from the cireuin
ti petty thief.

Drowning her sorrows at a bar Great acting abounds in this
one night. Brandon (Hilary Swank) movie. no question. It's 
meets Candace (Alicia Goranson) unsurprising that both Swank and 
and John (Peter Sarsgaard). whom Sevigny are up for Oscars for their 
Brandon befriends after initiating a performances. Sevigny s role in 
bar brawl to protect Candace from particular is very noteworthy as she 
some unwanted attention. These moves from being a trashy drunk- 
friends take Brandon with them to aid to somebody whom the audi- 
their small Nebraskan town where once really cares about, 
she soon becomes involved with 
Lana (Chloë Sevigny). who is semi- that are w
involved with John. by way of warning. Firstly, this film

Calling John unstable would is graphic, h was originally rated 
he putting it mildly, and things soon NC-17 before Being cut, but it's still 
a row very strained between all con- plenty adult. When dealing with a

quo in her life. It's a very effective

Brandon, as I said, was a liar

stances she found herself in.

There are a couple of things

Information Technology Professional Program at UNB March 23, 12-6 
Heritage Hall, Pier 21

When:
Where:

For details, visit:

http://users.andara.com/~culturakareer/
month work term, providing real-world experience 
and adding specific skills to your resume. Skills like 
project management that industry is crying out for. 
Skills that command top price in the marketplace. 
ITP prepares you for Microsoft, Cisco, Novell, and 
A- certification exams. At other sites, where the ITP 
program is already running, many grads are recruited 
before their year is even complete.

#i C

or

your on-campus career/employment centre

Transportation and admission are free. Don’t miss out!

1 /

I?

on n new C1 ‘zT</x
u"<’ewh^ Tuition: Sh;,ooo;

(Includes Books and Microsoft Exam Vouchers).
Sponsors

Cultural
_ ***~_~~ Kumar Resources 
I *' Council Pf SttiUCtfK 

f crnpkn 
jvunctkv.

<- a c r
Next Intake - ITP 2 - Starts March 13, 2000

You are on the cusp of completing your 
degree. There are good jobs now and 
in the future for IT experts. Consider 
the possibilities.

Public Information Sessions:
Thursday, January 20, 2000 7:00 PM
- ITP Ubs, D'Avray Hall, UNB, Fredericton. 
Thursday, February 17, 2000 7:00 PM
- Hilton Hotel, Downtown Saint John. 
Thursday, February 24,2000 7:00 PM
- ITP L\bs, D’Avray Hall, UNB, Fredericton.

-1 Conseh
des ressources hunwies 
du secteur culturel

Youth

r.itcj;yT S3ZK1

Organizers
Dalhousie University 
Mount Saint Vincent University 
Nova Scot ta College of Art and Design 
Nova Scotia Community College 
Nova Scotia Cultural Network 
Saint Mary’s University

Take your fortune into your own hands by choosing 
month, full-time program designed to geta 12-

results. University of New Brunswick and the 
Software Human Resource Council of Canada have 
created an intensive, one-year Information 
Technology Professional Program, which gives you 
the specific skills needed to get a good job. ITP 
is an intensive training environment with a three-

J)
UNBThe ITP Program at UNB: 

Phone: 506 447-3065 
E-mail: conedsunb.ca

UNIVERSITY OF 
NEW BRUNSWICK

u
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like to stick in it, 
come to a 
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Machinate: an new installation at the Khyber Arts Centre.

such cultural icons as the beloved composed of dead plant life, the in- now. While you're reading this the 
Robocop, that prick Data from Star pod-mounted Chinese radio gadget Buddhist chant is still humming, the 
Trek and the reason you know Steve that hums a quiet Buddhist chant or slide show still Nicking. 
Gultcnburg's name. Short Circuit's the televisions playing videos of the I'lemming's VCR still thinking it's

gooey workings our intestines,
While a little more highbrow esophagi, rectum or anywhere else moment out of your day to go see 

than my examples, Liawan, an art- a doctor can cram a camera, one them while the good folks at the 
isl not unfamiliar with the Halifax walking into Lai wan's display gets Khyber have them in a controlled 
scene, has decorated the main gal- the creepy feeling of intruding on environment. Before long they'll he 
lery of the Khyber with Machinate, these half-human, half-mechanical out roaming the streets, going for 
his “anthropomorphic and cthno- creatures who are just hanging out coffee and reading terribly terrific 
graphical study of machines as a quietly doing their thing, 
species." Whether it is a slide show In fact, they're dome it right

human. If I were you I'd lake aJohnny 5.

articles in the school paper.

ASSOCIATION OF
CANADIAN EDCONORVHISTS

ATLANTIC CONFERENCE

MARCH 25, 2000
DALHOUSIE UNIVERSITY, UNIVERSITY CLUB
TICKETS ARE $30 FOR STUDENTS, $75 FOR ACE-MEMBERS
AND $115 FOR NON-ACE MEMBERS.

FOR MORE DETAILS CONTACT MICHEAL HARTLEY VIA 
EMAIL AT MHARTLEY@IS2.DAL.CA OR DROP BY THE 
DALPLEX ROOM 219F

Me, machines
and my trip to 
the Khyber Art 

Gallery
BY FREDRICK VOKEY all to the tune of the audio track of 

a “How to Program Your VCR" in- 
ll was the stern-faced insig- structional tape. Pretty cool. hey. 

nia of the Autobots that brought this 
toy store, nostalgiaphilia to Peter countered" because it was broke. 
Flemming’s latest art exhibit now which — given the title — is kinda 
showing at the Khyber Art Gallery, funny (not Italia funny, but 'hey, you 
Why Do Machines Think They're just slipped on the ice" funny).

Well, “to err is human." as the 
Anticipation, not unabated by story goes. So I guess if we demand 

my editor who brought me this story Flemming get everything right 
with more enthusiasm than meets down to the tiniest detail we'd he 
the eye (despite popular opinion, demanding he be a machine, at least 
bad puns are sexy), overrode my a machine that is not too stupid to 
otherwise Homer Simpson lake on program a VCR. 
climbing three (lights of stairs. But aren’t we all machines? I

It was almost well worth it. say to the mirror amidst deciding 
What I should have cncoun- which beret best matches my black 

lered was a television displaying my turtleneck. Indeed some philoso- 
image via VCR-video camera hook- pliers insist we are simply wet ma- 
up that, courtesy of a system of plas- chines. So I guess some machines 
tic. metal, and electric doodads — could be considered dry humans, 
not unlike the Robotix toys against hahahahaha!
which you and your grade-two bud
dies judged the coolness of all pos- same continuum as computers. Cor- 
sible Christmas gifts — taped me vettes and condom dispensers, the 
and played me back along with the juxtaposition of the mechanical and 
Pipings of all the past viewers, and the human has embodied itself in

Well, I sav. "should have en-

! Inman '.'

Whether or not we are on the

i

o-
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New exhibit 
'engaging ' the 

imagination
BY SHAWN KEHOE electronics causes pulses of light to 

pass through the tube, mimicking 
the beat of a human heart.

“It’s about our connection 
with the electromagnetic.. .how we 
plug our bodies into machines,” said 
Richards about her creation, which 
took three years to design and four 
months to construct.

“Charged Hearts” demon
strates the multiple levels of this 
exhibit; it appeals not only on an 
abstract artistic level, but also on a 
purely technical one, as a marvel of 
construction and applied physics.

Artificial intelligence also 
plays a large role in the exhibit. 
Norman White’s “The Helpless 
Robot” consists of a visually unim
pressive structure that rotates like a 
round-about. The robot pleads with 
the visitor to rotate him to a specific 
point, scratching his robotic ‘itch.’ 
If the visitor complies, the robot will 
continue to ask for such favours, 
becoming increasingly abusive in its 
demands. Once it has driven the 
visitors away, it begins to revert to 
its polite persona, utilising its im
pressive repertoire of 256 pre-re
corded quotes.

“It’s a comment on human

I’m no art critic. I wouldn’t 
know the difference between a mod
ernist or an impressionist painting 
if my life depended on it. But I know 
what I like. I like computers. I like 
lasers and physics. And I definitely 
like “Engaging the Virtual.”

“Engaging the Virtual” is the 
newest exhibit at the Dalhousic Art 
Gallery, a weird mixture of technol
ogy and expression drawn from tal
ent from across the country. Cura
tor Doug Porter spent two years re
searching and gathering works for 
the exhibition, which runs from 
March 9 to April 23.

Some of the works, like Nor
man White’s “The Helpless Robot” 
took nine years to develop. David 
Rokeby’s “The Giver of Names” 
has been in development since 
1991, and is a work in progress.

Catherine Richards “Charged 
Hearts” consists of two glass mod
els of human hearts, each in a glass 
case that can be lifted by the visi
tor. Between the two hearts lies an
other glass structure, encasing a 
device similar to a cathode ray tube. 
When the heart is lifted, an array of

nature. We treat strangers more
kindly than we do our friends,” view is David Rokeby’s “The Giver 
noted White, who worked on the of Names.” The work consists of two 
project from 1987 and 1996. The pedestals, one empty and one sup- 
age of the project shows in the tech- porting a computer. When an object 
nology used; “The Helpless Robot” is placed on the empty pedestal, a 
runs on an ‘obsolete’ 386 compu- video camera interacts with custom- 
ter. White notes that a gallery isn’t designed software to analyse the ob- 
thc best place for such a creation; ject in several ways, including col- 
he feels it more suited to shopping our, shape and texture. Using a vo

cabulary of 150,000 words and a 
Perhaps the most ambitious word association program, “The 

project from a technological point of Giver of Names” goes about its task,
creating a sentence based on its ob- 

\ servations, then creating further sen- 
\ tenccs using word associations from (I the previous sentence.

The sentences are grammati
cally correct, albeit strange. One such 
sentence was "Lemons, more eyeless 

Ilf’ than other beady sectors, would par- 
f . don no optical drops.” While watch

ing the giver in action, I was re
minded of the old joke about 1000 
monkeys on 1000 typewriters repro
ducing the works of Shakespeare. 
We may be getting close to that day.

In the end, “Engaging the 
Visual” has something for everyone. 
If you appreciate the deeper symbol
ism of artistic expression, you’ll find 
it there. If you admire fine work in 
construction and technological inno
vation, there’s something for you. 
And if you just like lasers, physics 
and talking robots, stop by the 
Dalhousie Art Gallery in the next 
four weeks. You don't need to he an

malls.

art critic. This is an exhibit anyone 
can enjoy, be they an arts, engineer
ing, commerce or science student. 

And there was peace in our
time.
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Consider Occupational and Public Health
2 years of study = a career promoting human environmental 

health and safety
Enroll in the School of Occupational and Public Health at 
Ryerson this fall. Learn to apply science to everyday life and 
earn a Bachelor of Applied Science (BASc). Progress quickly 
into influential roles in a people-oriented career.

Your basic requirement for admission is a bachelor’s degree.

about the program:
416.979.5154 
sophe@acs.ryerson.ca 
www.ryerson.ca/sophe

about admissions:
inquire@acs.ryerson.ca

KJERSON
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Summer Camp Jobs in the U.S.A.
Lakeside Residential Girls Camp in Maine-Visas Arranged

Counselors: Combined childcare/teaching. Must be able to teach or lead one or more 
of the following activities: gymnastics, tennis, swim, sail, canoe, water ski, arts (including 
stained glass, sewing, jewelry, wood, photo), dance, music, theatre, archery, wilderness 
trips, field sports, equestrian. Non-smokers. June 18 to August 24. Attractive salary (US) 
plus travel allowance.
Visit our camp on our photo website: http://homepage.mac.com/kippewaforgirls/
To Apply: Applications are available on our website: www.kippewa.com or contact us 
at the numbers listed below for a staff brochure and application.

Kippewa, Box 340, Westwood, Massachusetts, 02090-0340, U.S.A. 
e-mail: kippewa@tiac.net | tel: 781-762-82911 fax: 781-255-7167

■
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mMThe Giver of Names by David Rokeby

Kiss: a film loop for two projectors 
by Laiwan
(inset: frames from the projection}

Learn More

NOVA
SCOTIA'S

?Graduates, 
looking for a career
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Fartknockers 
and hosers

Mathew 
Carter — 
Baritone 

Saxophone

V

West Coast band searches for porn
BY BETH DALTON 

AND CAITLIN KEALEY
The Kiltlifters, who actually chose the obvious — “World 

aren't named after the alcoholic Dominatrix!” Don’t get the wrong 
beverage, hailing from Nanaimo, idea though, they have 

Category: In Ycr Face Surf/ B.C., skanked their way across the side.
country on their second tour to land

a serious

Ska Fuelled by the recent shoot-
ingredients: 1 part Craig in Halifax. It you missed it. go ing of a six year old girl in Michi- 

Burnett 1 rombone, I part Pat ahead and cry. gan, Pat and Megan told us the story
Wcstamacott — Guitar, 1 part They combined original tunes behind the song “Fuck the NRA.”
Mark Amereo — prums, 1 part with covers by such bands as the When they were in highschool a 
Scot Rounding — Trumpet, 1 Pietasters, the Planet Smashers, the guy brought a fully loaded g 
part Megan Frederick Fretlass Specials, the Mighty Mighty school. He was flashing it around, 
Bass and 1 part Mathew Carter Bosstones and Sublime. showing it off. His name was Tyler

Baritone Saxophone. 1 stage, They performed, bouncing, like the song says ‘Tyler brought a
a lot of beer and liquor, and shaking, and shimmying, while daz- gun to school today.' He got sus- 
many crazy dancers. zling the crowd, not only through pended for the maximum sentence

Mixing Instructions: their energy but with their talent. All of a year and a half instead of get- 
Shake band vigoursly in a tall six were music school students and ting expelled and two weeks later 
glass then add the stage, lights joined forces to become the being in a different high school, 
and a sound system. In a sepa- Kiltlifters. The name arose 
rate container mix together peo- Pat’s 19th birthday, when he de-

L\

un to

?

from which would have been just a slap 
on the wrist. Ironically, when he 

pie and copious amounts of al- cided to show passing cars what he returned to school, he was elected 
cohol. The timing is vital to had to offer under his kilt. class president,
combine the two together to And yes, if you are wonder- Pat recounted the story and
result in an explosion of smooth ing, he still has absolutely NO prob- became visibly upset: “The stuff 
tasting ska. Pour over ice and lem showing it, I got an eyeful (wish

I had a camera!).
that is happening in the Stales scares 
the shit out of me. The fact that a 

With heroes like Powdered six year old can have the ability and 
Toast Man. a strong fascination with desire to bring a gun to school; the 

lectic mix of the sluts from porn and the search for porn shops,
downstairs, the jocks looking and Matt thanking his pants for dia portrayal of violence...” he 
for the sluts and the people that holding up his underwear, you trailed off. 
actually came out for the band, should realize that this band is in it 
No one left disappointed, 
whether they were fully aware 

of it or not.

serve.
Once again, on a Satur

day night, the Attic was an ec-
desensitizaton of kids and the me-

FYI : To get more information 
on this hall of ska-energy go cheek 
out their web page at http://

_____ mainly for fun.
When asked to choose be 

tween World domination or fun, Pat memhers.xoom.com/kiltlifters/

THE DALHOUSIE
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Are you interested in

communication? 
mentoring? 

how groups function? 
career development?

Billy Mahonie — The Big Dig
(Beggars Banquet)
A seriously worthy piece of plastic this record is, let there be no doubt. 
An all instrumental morph of Modest Mouse, [Ickey Mettle) Archers of 
Loaf, Tortoise and a flavouring of Sharks Keep Moving, but in a way 
that makes me say not 'they sound like' but rather 'if you like those 
bands, you'll like what Billy Mahonie is doin'. Even if you haven't 
realized that instrumental rock is going to rule the world, you still have 
time. Get it? Naw man? — Jon.

Communication, Group 
Dynamics, and 

Career Development

Applications are being accepted for 
ASSC3100.06, Communication, Group 
Dynamics, and Career Development. 
Students in this class learn about the 
above issues, and serve as leaders of lab 
sessions for ASSC/SCIE 1100.03 
(Introduction to Career Portfolios) in 
the winter term. Class meets Monday 
and Wednesday 1:30-3:30 all year. For 
information regarding application 
procedures, contact Patricia DeMeo at

e-mail
Career.portfolio@dal.ca. Deadline for 
applications is Friday, April 7th, 2000.

MTV presents Masters of the 7 & 2
(Virgin)
Anytime MTV gets there fingers wet with a major label, a certain 
demographic is immediately alienated, the fact that it's a DJ comp only 
magnifies that. But don't be afraid, the big boys on the block may have 
struck a chord; and if not, at least they included the disclaimer that due 
to copyrighting of some samples, many of the most influential DJ's had 
to be left off this record - good they know. Covering some important 
aspects of the DJ game, including hits by DJ Babu, Grand Wizard 
Theodore, DJ QBERT and Gang Starr, a couple tracks really anchor this 
record, most notably Coldcufs blow up rip up of "Beats and Pieces". A 

to find in the cheap bin, I wouldn't think too many serious beat- 
headz are going to need this record otherwise. — Jon.

494-2425 or

Ï1 DALHOUSIE HUMAN

Resources

DmuoM«E*r
Canada

scoreUniversity
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Blue Rodeo 1

BY KATIE TINKER
Rounding off their Days in 

Between tour, Blue Rodeo gave a 
typically crowd-pleasing perform
ance last Thursday at the Metro 
Centre. And if the hand seemed a 
little more mellow than usual, it 
was mellow in a comfortable, con
fident sort of way — perhaps a re
flection of their current success.

The Days in Between is the 
ninth album the band has released 
in their 13 years together. It is a 
solid collection of songs that should 
give these well-established Cana
dian musicians every reason to be 
happy with where they’re at.

Blue Rodeo has a sound all 
their own, one which defines all 
their music. Yet they're constantly 
growing both as musicians and as 
songwriters, and with every album 
they put out there is a marked de
velopment. This latest work con
tains some of their most well- 
crafted lyrics yet, combined with a 
spontaneity reminiscent of their 
immensely successful Five Days in 
July.

si asm swelled when Blue Rodeo 
returned to traditional favourites 
like “Try”, “Till 1 am Myself Again” 
and “Five Days in May”.

Lead singers Jim Cuddy and 
Greg Keelor struck up an easy in
teraction with their audience, at 
times joking around with the peo
ple dancing under the stage. It was 
amazing to sec how the crowd re
sponded so strongly to both of these 
two very different personalities.

Cuddy has an undeniable 
grace when he sings; his whole body 
becomes caught up in the pure, 
natural melodies and rhythms of his 
songs in a way that captivates any
one watching. Yet people were 
equally drawn in by the quiet, some
times troubled intensity of Keelor 
— most memorably when he sang 
his solo ballad “Motherless Son,” 
about his recently discovered Cape 
Breton heritage. Every other hand 
member had their shining moments, 
too; drummer Glenn Milchcm was 
particularly impressive in one spec
tacular solo that was enhanced by 
creative lighting effects.

One of the remarkable things 
about the appeal of Blue Rodeo is 
how broad it is. You’ll see people 
of all ages, all inclinations, every-

Y
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The newer songs they played 
at Thursday’s concert were met 
with an enthusiastic reception by a 
crowd already well warmed-up by 
the Sadies, a Toronto hand. Enthu-

one caught up in the excitement and 
having a fabulous time. A Blue Ro
deo concert is an experience which 
rarely disappoints those who are 
there.

£/Jb del'll

425-MIKE
mlkeys

Is hip hop an art 
culture or sexual 

lifestyle?
BY ASHA TOMLINSON Eminem and Snoop Doggy 

Dog. Even Canadian hip hop per
sonalities have been resorting to 
misogynist lyrics about women.

Choc lair, an artist who is ris
ing to the top quickly, has lyrics like 
“I like my girls face down. Ass up. 
Pillows on thçir mouth so they can 
muffle out the sound.”

In a recent article published 
in the Excalibur, York University’s 
main student newspaper, Choclair 
said his lyrics are part of a stage 
persona and not an indication of his 
real identity and beliefs. He com
pares it to acting.

“When you go and see an A1 
Pacino movie, you might see him 
shoot people, but you never ask 
whether he does that himself,” he 
said. “He’s an actor.”

Unfortunately, these explicit 
lyrics are being taken at face value 
by many, which is creating a cul
ture of gender hierarchy and a deg
radation of women and their bod-

part.
Davey D documented his ex

perience on his website, 
www.daveyd.com, after attending a 
Redman concert. He says 
disrespecting women is becoming 
a disturbing trend.

In Davey D's article, he indi
cated that the hip hop culture is per
mitting this kind of behaviour, and 
young men are getting more aggres
sive with young women.

“During a recent Uncle Luke 
show in San Jose, fools decided to 
tear the clothing off a female con
cert goer. This is unfortunately an 
increasing phenomenon. If females 
“get out of hand” and "don’t re
spond accordingly,” there is a good 
possibility she may find her cloth
ing being torn off her body.”

There are many things other 
than videos and lyrics that contrib
ute to such behaviour, but these are 
two of the largest influences on the 
hip hop culture.

Critics say that what hip hop 
needs is an alternative image that 
promotes sexuality in a tasteful way 
and eliminates gender hierarchy. A 
positive change that starts with the 
viewers and listeners of hip hop 
music. They need to be aware and 
take an active role in what they 
deem acceptable.

“All of us are responsible for 
helping create that demand because 
we support the supply,” wrote 
Davey D. “Those of us reading this 
article may not be doing the actual 
slappin’ of women, but we are di
rectly and indirectly supporting an 
environment, myself included, that 
allows this to continue.”

Windsor, (CUP) — Many 
young people are confused as to the 
true meaning of hip hop. When 
viewing most hip hop videos, nega
tive images of women scantily 
clothed and sometimes even bare 
breasted are shown shaking their 
“thangs” in front of the camera. 
Usually male artists and other men 
in the video watch and touch these 
women.

Great Summer Counselor Positions — Work in the U.S.
Residental Summer Camp seeks motivated staff in individual & team sports:
• baseball
• inline hockey
• sailing
• canoeing
• RNs

• basketball
• golf
• mountainbiking
• fencing
• general counselors 

Hundreds of positions. Located in the Berkshire Mountains of Massachusets 
just 21/2 hours from NYC/Boston. Competative salaries + room and board. 
Interships available. Co-ed staff. We arrange for visas. Call:

Camp Greylock for Boys @ 1-800-842-5214 I www.campgreylock.com 
Camp Romaca for Girls @ 1-800-779-2070 I www.romaca.com

• tennis
• swimming
• backpacking
• ropes courses

• soccer
• art/sculpture
• hiking
• gymnastics
• coaches

Q-Tip, an artist who has been 
known to write lyrics with a deeper 
meaning, has recently released two 
videos filled with women who leave 
little to the imagination. The 
women are present in the video only 
to show off their bodies wearing 
nine-inch heels, barely-there shorts 
and skimpy tops.

According to an insider in
volved in one of Q-Tip’s video 
shoots, three of the women were 
actual dancers, one was a stripper 
and the rest were models.

Although we are sexual be
ings by nature, the fantasy-like im
ages created in these videos produce 
a beauty type many young women 
feel they must emulate.

But videos are only the tip of 
the iceberg — hip hop lyrics are not 
much better. Artists such as Juve
nile have created songs about 
women “backing their ass up.” In 
their video, there are various 
women showing their “asses” to the 
rest of the world. Some look as 
young as 16-years-old.

Women being called bitches 
and ho’s are common terms in songs 
by Jay-Z,

Have Fun • Work with Kids • Make a Difference • Summer in New England

^nnunl fester*»!

of the

ics.
This “blatant and explicit" 

sexuality appears in hip-hop stage 
shows in which artists such as 
Redman and the Alkaholics have 
been known to “encourage bitches 
to take off their tops and expose 
themselves.”

This quote is from an Internet 
article written by a young, black 
man named “Davey D.”

“Women were being grabbed 
and consistently accosted. I hap
pened to run into two women who 
stopped to chat with me and for the 
next 15 minutes everyone who 
walked by made it a point to grab 
their asses or poke some other body

^7>alhoMsic
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Let the 'Ah' go11 zz
Taking advantage of the unexpectedly fine weather, Patrick Christoper, Head 
of the Dalhousie Acting program (left foreground with checked jacket) leads a 
class through warmups and breathing exercises in front of the Rebecca Cohn 
Theatre on Wednesday. Warmups are routinely done before doing scenes. 
The class, Theatre 2800 06R, is part of the Acting second year program.

• Managing Editor
• Photo Editor
• National News
• Science / Environment
• Arts & Culture
• Sports Editor
• Website manager
• Focus Editor

Election day is Monday, 
March 27th, 2000.

For nomination 
information, call 
494-2507, or drop into 
the office, room 312 SUB.

Regular meetings are 
held every Monday at 
4:30 as well.

THE GAZETTE EDITORIAL
BOARD ELECTIONS

for 2000/2001

Playwrights 
Cabaret: straight 

up theatre
BY CHRIS OULLETTE ten by Paloma Hanlon, tracks the 

breakdown of a Cape Breton lam- 
For once, a theatre function ily struck by ironic tragedy, 

where everyone in attendance 
seems to be here on their own free Love pits a feisty Aphrodite against 
will, that's my initial reaction of the an egomaniacal Cupid in their quest

to help others fall in love. And if 
When you first enter, you may the action on stage isn't enough to 

notice the atmosphere’s congenial, keep you engaged, then just look 
if not a little over the top. Most peo- around and lake in the sights of 
pie in attendance sport creative fa- those sitting near you. 
cial hair or faux fur of one sort or

Nicole Hcringer’s Modern

Playwrights ’ Cabaret.

The crowd consists mostly of 
another and best of all, there’s a bar. current and former Dal Theatre stu-

That’s right kids, a bar. The dents who have come out to show
theatre is converted into a cabaret their support and vie for the off-
of sorts — chairs set around tables stage spotlight. Except for the four
where patrons can enjoy a beverage guys getting wasted to my left, most
in the company ol friends, indulge of the audience was as much in-
in some people watching and take tuned with themselves as their
in some theatre. counterparts on stage.

Not since Medieval Times
:

The Playwrights' Cabaret is 
designed to allow playwright stu- Dinner Theatre has atmosphere 
dents of Dalhousie to transform played such an integral role in the 
their words from paper to the stage, enjoyment of theatre. Why? Be
lt consists of a compilation of about cause the Playwrights ' Cabaret is 
a half dozen pieces that range from more than just theatre, it's a night 
the serious and mundane to the lu- out of drama on and off stage. So 
rid and obscene. Each play is short, throw on some pleather, have a few 
so those who find their attention gin and tonics and enjoy the show, 
wandering can always go back up 
to the bar.

The Playwrights’ Cabaret is 
free and runs until March 18th at 

Some of the pieces are rather the Arts Centre. Performances be
gin nightly at 7:30 — arrive early 
to ensure prime see and be seen 
scats.

anti-climatic, but for the most part, 
they’re interesting. Tar Babies, writ-
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TRAVELCUTSIttÉ

www. tfovelcuts. com
FLY for FREE to LONDON! 
with Con tiki Holiday’s 
European Escapade,
25-day tour of 1 1 countries,
‘School’s Out’ departure.
Find out the deal, 
drop by Travel CUTS today!

Student Union Building 
4th Floor 
Phone: 494-2054
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Peerless Pandas win sixth straight
volleyball title

challenge: a rerun of the Canada trek to the Investors Group Athlet- Macapagel, who stepped in when 
West final against the University of ics Center. her team was down, and showed
British Columbia I hunderbirds. "I’ve got to thank the support- what championship experience can
With the gleam of gold already in ers, parents, friends, the athletics do for a player in a big game, 
their eyes, the Pandas team rolled department,” said assistant coach “We’ve had leaders all year,”
by the T-Birds to enter the final un- Carrie Barrett. “It makes a hig dif- said Panda head coach Lome 
broken in sets. lerence, not in the final but for the Sawula. “But when it comes right

In the final the Pandas went whole season.” down to it, someone has to come in
up against Manitoba, which was no

points like clockwork to take the 
next two sets 25-20 and 25-22.

And so the gold medal came 
down to who could get to 15 points 
first. A combination of skill, luck, 
and desperation helped the Pandas 
take the final set 15-13, taking the 
gold, and leaving the Bisons, who 
stuck faithfully to their game plan 
all afternoon to wonder what went 
wrong.

BY JOSEPH KUMPULA

SAINTE-FOY, QC (CUP) — 
“Team of destiny” has been the call
ing card for the University of Al
berta's women's volleyball squad all 
year.

At no time has their slogan 
rang more true than during the Ca
nadian Inter-university Athletic Un
ion (CIAU) championships, held 
this past weekend at Laval Univer
sity, where they brought an inten
sity and confidence that their oppo
nents simply found overwhelming.

After spending the year liv
ing up to their, number one ranking, 
they swept the regular season be
hind them and went for gold firing 
on all cylinders.

As expected, the Pandas 
kicked off day one of the three-day 
marathon by coasting to an easy vic
tory over the hapless Regina Cou
gars in three straight sets.

Day two presented a bigger

Set number one set the tone and turn it around." 
surprise, considering the Bisons and for the match: mental and physical 
the Pandas have been swapping the toughness, 
number one and two rankings all

After the “hail mary” come
back in set two, it looked like noth- 

Playcrs had to be prepared to ing could stop the Pandas. As much 
sacrifice the body for digs and play excitement as the Pandas generated, 

The Pandas had something to a one-upmanship game of power as Manitoba responded by playing 
prove coming into the match, not both teams did whatever it took to even more methodically, piling up 
only by going for a record of six get the ball over the net just one 
consecutive titles, but by trying to more time. An edge in skill gave the 
do it in front of the Bisons' crowd.

“It was any team's game,” 
said Sawula. “In the end, the girls 
felt it was their game, and there was 
no way they were going to lose it."

season.

Pandas an edge in points to lake the
Even before the game began, first set 25-18. 

the pro-Bison crowd showed their 
determination to be a factor in the the game into the emotional roller- 
game. Thousands cheered as the coaster that both teams would have 
Bisons took to the court.

4M
Set two changed the Bow of

JJ • $ *» 9
• • 9

«« À
• * eto ride to the end result.

After being down 11-1, unhe- 
crowd, the Pandas had their own lievably, the Pandas came back to 
section of supporters, dedicated fans take it 25-22. Much of the credit for 
and relatives who had made the long the comeback belongs to Tashie

Despite the loud Manitoba Canada's 
most modem 
aircraft fleet!

VANCOUVER CALGARY TORONTO ST. JOHN’S*330 *320 *160 *110
Plui tax $49.13Plus tax $50.63 Plus tax $25.13 Plus tax $17.63

FT. LAUDERDALE ORLANDO ST. PETERSBURG*180 *180 *180
Plus tax $40.33Plus tax $40.33 Plus tax $40.33

* NAV fee add $7.50 pei passenger

TO MON TUES WED THURS FRI SAT SUN
VANCOUVER 18:55
CALGARY 18:55
TORONTO 23:25 13:50 12:10

20:35’

23:35
» ST. JOHN’S 18:30 18:40

FT, LAUDERDALE 17:4013
18:05ORLANDO 06:003

15:50
06:00ST. PETERSBURG

Begins March 20 'Ends March 19 "Ends March 26 ’’Week of March 27 only

AIRPORT STANDBY FARES: Are subjed to available seals prior to departure. Passengers may register 
21/2 hours prior to the scheduled departure of flight. Fares are subied to change without notice. Travel 
on any spetihe flight is not guaranteed. Payment (Cash or Credit Cara only) must be made on departure. 
One way travel only. Schedule subjed to change without notice.es/UMOM saw

♦ Reliable 4>Affordable +Air Travel

Domino's Pizza
6112 Quinpool Rd Halifax

Call 420-9999
For Free Delivery

Hours

-4pm- 1 am 

Th u rs. 4pm-2am
4pm-3am

Sun.-Wed.
r~
Two Pizzas Three Toppings 

and Twisty Bread 

Mediums $ 1 7.99 + Tax 

Larges $20.99 + Tax

One Three Topping Pizza 

Garlic Finger 

Mediums $ 1 4.99 + Tax 

Larges 17.99 + Tax

Fri. Sc Sat.
We accept 

VISA, MASTERCARD 
AMEX, DIMERS CLUB

MAI II AX DLl’ARTURIS TO USA

FLIGHT SCHEDULE" HALIFAX DEPARTURES 
MARCH 2000

AIRPORT STANDBY FARES
ONE WAY FARES - HALIFAX to:

SPORTS
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COME SEE US ON CAMPUS APRIL 4th, 5th &6h.

STORE IT, LOCK IT, KEEP THE KEY!

WE WILL PICK UP AND MOVE YOUR GOODS INTO STORAGE
FREE OF CHARGE!

WE OFFER FREE MOVE IN, AFFORDABLE RATES,
I I I I 1 M M l 1 I I « I I « Ml Z 7

TENANT INSURANCE, 24 HOUR ACCESSABILITY, AND 
COMPUTERIZED SECURITY MONITORING.

FREE MOVE IN FREE MOVE IN
M I I M I 1 1 I 11 I I I I I I I I M I M 1 I M I I I II II I M I I I I I II

wrrr air

METRO SELF-STORAGE

450-5656Call |i
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UBC searches for new basketball coach
y

BY NAOMI KIM "I will sit down with my wifethe head coaches who are now in place him. 
the spotlight.

With the recent announce-

it’s a wonderful university...If it’s
“[It’s] probably most prestig- not the best, it is definitely one of and my family and probably discuss 

ious job in the country." said Rich the best coaching jobs in Canada.” it at more length this weekend when
Enns has held the position for I have time,” said Chambers. "I

VANCOUVER (CUP) -
While the high school, college and ment that Bruce Enns, coach of the Chamber, who had a taste of the 
university men’s basketball playoffs University of British Columbia's position when he filled in during the past 15 years after coming from thoroughly enjoyed the experience

men’s basketball team, is resigning, Enns’ one-year leave of absence in Winnipeg in 1985. During his time, [at UBC) but I love what I’m doing
there has been speculation around 1997-1998. “I think it will attract his overall Canada West regular sea- now, too. So, it’s a tradeoff.”

But instead ol the players it's the province about who would re- applicants from all over Canada and son record was 159-101.

are coming to a close, another bas
ketball race is underway.

UBC basketball alumni and 
Applicants for the job will be coach of the Langara Falcons Kevin 

considered based on two main fac- Hanson, whom Chambers consid-Dal's Leblanc wins 
AUAA hea 

fifth at

tors: one, coaching ability and tech- crs to be a top candidate, is also 
nical skill, two, the ability to recruit thought to be in the running.

Scott Clark, the head coach 
of the Simon Fraser University 

"In Canadian universities, men's basketball team, found outvyweight,
ClAUs

new local and national talent to
UBC.

head coach is a tough job because about the position through some of 
you don't have that big recruiting the players that he was fighting to 
network,” said UBC Athletic Direc- recruit along with Enns. 
tor Bob Philip. "You've got to do a 
lot of that yourself. Somebody that's players know that he would he rc-

The UBC coach had let the
Leblanc, who finished fifth in the 
heavyweight division, picking up 
two wins and losing twice.

He put two wrestlers out of Ontario, 
pionships were held February 12, the tournament.

He beat Concordia s rcpre- Dalpex’s Shawn Fraser, the Cana
an ce. Mike Leblanc won the 9()kg scntativc and lost a controversial dian Amateur Wrestling Assoc in
division and Bret Leblanc the match to an Opponent from Guelph, tion. Wrestling Nova Scotia and the 
heavyweight. Benji Parks took sil- This was followed by a loss to an National Sport Centre Atlantic 
vcr in the 72kg weight class and Alberta wrestler. Bret easily de- Canada, have awarded Scott 
Paul Rhyno in the 82 kg class. Dal's feated the OUAA champion from Aldridge a grant of $5000 a year for 
Scott Aldridge was voted AUAA Western for fifth in the tournament, the next three years which will make

Benji Parks and Mike Leblanc Dalhousie the provincial wrestling 
CIAU were held at Western placed seventh in their respective training centre. Anyone who is a 

University from February 24-26. weight classes.
Dal’s top finisher was by Bret

will depart on March 15 for the
National Junior Championships technically qualified and somebody tiring
from March 16-19 in Scarborough, thal can recru'1 and lhal can §el

along with people and put together see the job posting tor speed ica-

BY GAZETTE STAFF
Clark said he will wait and

The AUAA wrestling cham-
Also, with the help of a good program.”

As well, candidates with mu
tions.

"I'll look at it." said Clark.with four Dal wrestlers in attend-
versity degrees will be preferred and adding, “I really have no idea what 
a level three basketball coaching the position looks like or entails or 
certificate required.

Potential local candidates in-
what the offer is like."

The attraction of the job in
clude Chambers, who held the eludes UBC’s strong athletics and 
reigns of the UBC basketball pro- academics programs as well as a 
gram two seasons ago. He said he favorable location. The position 
is “considering it, but still wound will also likely garner interest not 
up with [high school provincial only from within BC. but from 
championships [.”

!
coach of the year.

member of Wrestling NS can now
other provinces as well.Benji Parks and Tracy Morine practice at Dal.
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GAZETTE CLASSIFIED ADSTo list non-profit events 
free, email 

gazette @is2.dal.ca, 
or fax 494-8890

n/VLEIXDAR
To advertise call 494 6532

222H P-m- For more information, write
kimmie_747@hotmail.com. Brought to 
you by SAHHPer, the DSU and Students 
of HEED 3335.

Friday, March 17,
Researcher Wanted Author of unusual statisticsTRAVEL-teach English: 5 day/40 hr (by 

correspondence) TESOL teacher certification course column requires the assistance of top quality 
(or in-class across Canada) 1000's of jobs available researcher. The researcher must be able to write well

and use the internet and library with equal ease. The 
candidate must have a keen eye for the absurd or 
unusual and work well without supervision.
Candidate must own a computer and have email

"Use of NMR Imaging in the 
Optimization of Novel Ways to 
Deliver Drugs to the Body" is a talk 
by Dr. Brian Fahie of Eli Lilly and 
Company, (hem 226 at 1:30 p.m. 
Coffee and donuts will be provided at 
1:15 in Room 225 (bring your own 
mug).

NOW. FREE information package, toll free 1-888- 
270-2941

CANADIAN COLLEGE OF 
NATURAL MEDICINE

Humans Against Homophobia meet 
every Wednesday at 7:30 p.m., Dal SUB. 
All ages and orientations welcome. HAH 
is a working group of NSPIRG. For more 
information, call 494-6662.

Kaplan, North America's leading test-prep 
organization is looking for a dynamic self starter to access. This is a part-time position of between 8-10 
promote its programs in the Halifax area. As the hours/wk. Pay rate is $6/hr. All
Kaplan representative, you would be involved in all inquiries should be forwarded to Unusual Stats. Box
aspects of running our courses and developing the 1645 Station M, Halifax, Nova Scotia B3J 2Z1 
potential market. The ideal candidate is a recent 
graduate, well connected to the university and 
alumni environment, energetic and looking to work looking to be part of the Largest Student Network in 
part time on a commission basis with opportunity to Canada, and would like to earn some cash. Call 1 - 
grow. Please send your resume with a cover letter 800-252-3212. 
to Manger, 180 Bloor Street West, 4* Floor, Toronto,
ON M5S2V6 or fox (416) 967-0771

MASSAGE
THERAPYI

Diploma Program 
Now Registering for September Hiring a highly motivated outgoing individual who is

The Saddles Debating Society meets 
every Wednesday at 7 p.m., room 224 

Gallery Reading Series: Poet Eric Dal SUB. Everyone is welcome to 
Ormsby reads in the Loyola Building on practice the art of persuasion and to 
Robie Street at 5:30 p.m. For more develop public speakin skills, 
information call 420-5715 or 4200315.

•ACUPRESSURE 
FOR PAIN RELIEF 
•REFLEXOLOGY

Diploma Programs 
April to June (Weekends Only) 

1306 Bedford Hwy. 832-3268

Need custom dothing for your residence? Faculty? 
Club? Organization? Intramural Team? We've got 

Saxophone teacher from NYC (via Toronto) polar fleece vests, tearaways, Hospital pants. Call for
available for private lessons. All levels. Call David a free catalogue 1 -888-400-5455
@423-7991Announcements

Small furnished bachelor apt. near the Law 
Building. S338. utilities included, 425-5843.

BBQ's For Sale! Refurbished/Rebuilt SI 00-5150 
tax included (sorry, no
tanks with these) 1 Year full warranty on parts. 
Call Robert @ Patio 
Perfect 832-3203

tllll
NSPIRG is accepting nominations for 
board members until March 22.The Animal Liberation Collective

meets every single Tuesday at 6 p.m. In 
the NSPIRG office (room 314 of Dal 
SUB). Call 422-8454 for more 
information.

STRESS?
HEADACHE?

FATIGUE?
ANXIETY?

HEALTH
INSURANCEI A small group of Dalhousie students are 

collecting seeds, gardening tools and 
financial donations to be delivered to

for Visitors to Canada 
and Travellers Do you need a summer job? Soquick.com has 

100 summer and 50 campus positions available. 
Apply online at soquick.com. Win Dvd, Palm Pilot, 
CD Burner, $100 just by visiting Soquick.com. 
Soquick.com is a Canadian Search engine that 
offers free e-mail with 10 meg.. Click to win. 
Soquick.com

Cuba in May. The above donations can
Cinema PIRGatory presents A Cow at be delivered to the Multi-disciplinary 
My Table, brought to you by the ALC. centre located at 1461 Seymour St. 
McMechan room of the Killam Library at 
8 p.m.

HELPING YOU WITH: 
NATROPATHY 

ACUPUNCTURE 
MASSAGE THERAPY 

ALLERGY TEST 
LIVE BLOOD TEST

For immediate coverage 
contact broker

Cliff Yeomans
1-888-420-4022Match your skills and interests with a 

volunteer program and make a 
2ÏH difference! Please call the QEII Health 

Sciences Centre 473-5420 to make an

Covered by Student Medical Insurance; 

L-C S-T
ACUPUNCTURE & 

NATUROPATHY CLINICS

DYNAMIC STUDENTS WITH GREAT MCAT SCORES 
WANTED to teach summer prep courses in Halifax 
and across Canada. Great PT job, great pay. 1- 
800-2-REVIEW. lnfo.toronto@review.com

Wednesday, March 22,

INGLEFree tetanus and diptheria clinic. appointment. Opportunities are 
Green room of Dal SUB, 10 a.m. until 2 available now! Life ©Health HAVE AN AMAZING SUMMER ADVENTURE! 

Prestigious coed camp in beautiful Massachusetts 
seeks mature college students who enjoy working 
with children. Salary + Room + Board + Travel. 
Camp laconic 7-914-7 62-2820

Summer Tennis Counselors Needed.
Northeastern US summer sports camp. No 
previous teaching necessary- just love of tennis 
and kids. We cover
complete travel, room, board, salary and your US 
summer work VISA. Call 
800-494-6238 or email staff@campwinadu.com 
for more info.

6156 Quinpool Rd. 1306 Bedford Hwy.
832-0688429-8839

Skm si&m Shuttle 
SmicEAGRICOLA

LAUNDROMAT
TJ Shuttle 

Service■ H l k-H 117,1
I SCREENPRINTED Transportation Between Pgl « Halifax

Transportation Between PEI and Halifax 
Pick Up- Charlottetown, Hunter River, 

Kensington, Summerside & Borden
IMPS • Vatdauf fteA-up 'feint*

• (pieup flotte*
- SnutU
• Senio\ «t Student ‘Diicounl*
• ‘Jii&t (*m*i«* (L'uifttfife

2454 AGRICOLA 
429-2829

$2. off Drop-Off 
service over 3>1 u.

Toll Free 1-877-886-2239 
Local 886-2239 
Leave:
Mon to Fri Summerside 7am 
Charlottetown 8am,
Sat & Sun Summerside 8am 
Carlottetown 9am 
Arrive: Halifax 12pm

i O7-1

Toll Flee 1^77^86-3322
Be a$1. Wash on Wednesdays 

16% Off drycleaning Joe Sullivan
email* tnillivanjk »?aurocom.com

eenprint Newshound
Ymm wmmm m Come to The Gazette, 

rm 312 SUB,
meetings Mondays at 4:30. 

Info 494-2507

Open 7 Days a Week ^
Pick up and delivery A 
service available

Qnm.(o\taLLe. 
(lit HmuUtUuud 

fexfonuiizcd Svuticx

FAST FREE DELIVER GREAT GRAPHICS 1 HIGH QUALITY CLOTHES /

mbLeave:
Sun to Fri Halifax 4pm 1 
Sat Halifax 1:30pm

0 0111(800) 905-338811
PH owns, HOUSE CLDTHIHG, GAPS, HON-fOON SWEATS...

STUDENT EMPLOYMENT
NEWS

8 DALHOUSIE 
y University

CAMPUS WORKLINK
If you are a student or recent graduate, Campus Worklink can help you 
with your job search. Hundreds of full-time, part-time, summer and 
internship opportunities are advertised through this site each month.
With Campus Worklink, you can post your resume on line for employ
ers to see, search through job postings and recruitment campaigns, 
research employer information and read up on the latest career tips. The 
service is free! Check it out at: www.worklinkngr.com 1 -800-930- 
9643
NEW FEATURE: CHECKOUT THE CALENDAR FOR UPCOMING EVENTS!!

Dalhousie’s Student Employment Centre is your one-stop student 
employment location. Offering on- and off-campus employment opportunities as 
well as summer and permanent placements, SEC services are available to Dalhousie, 
DalTech and Kings students as well as recent Dalhousie graduates. Visit us on the 
4* floor of the SUB, 9 am to 4:30 pm, Monday to Friday, or on our web site 
www.dal.ca/sec. The Dalhousie Tutoring Service and Dalhousie Student 
Volunteer Bureau are also services of the Student Employment Centre and are 
located next to the Centre in the SUB. Visit your Student Employment Centre today!

—Arts#* COMING ATTRACTION!
^ Cçltyre

Cultural Career Connections - A unique arts & culture career fair 
focussing on careers in the cultural sector will be held Thursday, 
March 23, 2000, Pier 21, (behind the Westin) 12 - 6 pm. Did you 
know that the cultural sector is the fourth largest sector in the Canadian 
economy? Did you know that 70% of cultural workers have post
secondary education? Come to Pier 21 on March 23 to find out oppor
tunities for you in this growing and exciting area.
Visit our website at: http://users.andara.com/~culturalcareer/

Free Admission! Free Transportation!
________ (Check out website forjms schedule)

HALIFAX REGIONAL MUNICIPALITY 
POUCE RECRUITING

To leam more about a career in policing you are invited to attend a 
drop-in session on Wednesday, March 29, from 1 - 3 pm, Council 
Chambers, SUB.

INFORMATION SESSION
Communications Security Establishment - Careers in Language, and 
Intelligence Analysts. To leam more about these exciting careers, come to 
the Information Session on March 20, Room 307, SUB at 12:00 - 1:00 or 
3:00-4:00 pm.
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